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ABSTRACT
Assessing pitfalls in reproductive efficiency of dairy cattle is often confounded by milk
production, animal health, energy balance, and animal management practices, among
others. Methods to reduce inefficiencies are classified in the following studies as
maternal endocrine management, conceptus recognition, and uterine environment. The
goal was to derive some insight into the mechanisms pre and post conception that can
alter rates of pregnancy establishment. The initial study ascertained the ability to reduce
progesterone (P4) dominance through additional PGF2α (PGF) supplementation on
efficiency of timed artificial insemination (TAI) in the Ovsynch® program. The single
PGF animals received the standard Ovsynch® protocol (1X; n=19) while double PGF
animals (2X; n=23) followed the same protocol but with a second PGF 12 h after the
first. There was no difference in pregnancy rates associated with 1X versus 2X groups
(P>0.05). Ovulation response (R) to the initial GnRH injection did increase the
likelihood of having a functional CL at the time of initial PGF in both groups (P<0.05)
and there was a positive correlation between follicular diameter at ovulation to the first
GnRH in R cows with P4 values at PGF (P<0.05). Positive pregnancy diagnosis was
influenced by P4 at breeding with values below 0.2 ng/mL increasing pregnancy success
at TAI (P<0.05). Animals receiving the 2X treatment and in the R classification tended to
have lower P4 at TAI (P=0.07). Research has well documented the reproductive and
financial losses associated with failure of bovine pregnancy establishment. In a second
study, the impact of trophoblastic vesicles (TV) on estrous cycle extension and pregnancy
success when transferred in utero was assessed. Three pilot experiments with alterations
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in type and method of TV supplementation were conducted. There was no cycle
extension for TVs transferred fresh or frozen in heifers and cows at both 7 and 14 d post
estrus (P>0.05). Pregnancy rates to embryo transfer (ET) or on the cycle following a TV
transfer were not higher in animals that received a TV (P>0.05). Numerically, for both
experiments one and three, peak P4 was achieved more rapidly with TV supplementation
(P>0.05, experiment 1; P=0.07, experiment 3). Uterine inflammation can negatively
impact animal welfare, milk production and rebreeding capacity in dairy cattle. The
objective of the final study was to investigate the relationship between prostaglandin E2
(PGE) in uterine flush fluid and systemic circulation on reproductive success in
postpartum cows. Animals (n=32) were enrolled in a presynch program beginning at
35±3 DIM and followed by the Ovsynch® protocol at 60 d and TAI at70 d. They were
then resynchronized and bred to a second TAI if open to the first with a final breeding to
detected estrus if open to the second TAI. Uterine flush samples were collected prior to
the first TAI and if checked open 35 d after first TAI or after detected estrus. Blood
samples were collected for P4, PGE, and BioPRYN® analysis. P4 concentration exhibited
no relationship to blood or uterine PGE (P>0.05) but were higher in pregnant animals
beginning 14 d after breeding (P<0.05). Numerically, a reduced uterine PGE value
increased the likelihood of pregnancy. Neither the PGE values in uterine flush fluid nor
blood were significant predictors of pregnancy success (P>0.05). There was a high
correlation between uterine PGE values and BioPRYN® optical density readings
(P<0.05). Lastly, there was a strong correlation between bacterial IgG stimulation and
services per pregnancy (P<0.05).
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CHAPTER ONE
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The Role of Prostaglandins in Reproduction
All prostaglandins (PGs) are lipids consisting of a 20-carbon unsaturated hydroxyl
fatty acids with a 5-carbon ring that come from the same origination point, arachidonic
acid (AA) (Arosh et al., 2004). Of the six biochemical PGs, there are two with main
roles in reproductive processes of cattle, prostaglandin-F2α (PGF) and prostaglandin-E2
(PGE) (Senger, 2003). These two prostaglandins originate from a common precursor
prostaglandin endoperoxide (PGH2) which is formed from the rapid conversion of
hydroperoxy endoperoxide prostaglandin G2 (PGG2) by peroxidase (Okuda et al., 2004).
The product PGG2 and ultimately PGH2 are formed from the conversion of arachidonic
acid by the cyclooxygenases, COX-1 and COX-2, also referred to as prostaglandin
endoperoxide H synthases 1 and 2 (PGHS-1 and PGHS- 2) (Xiao et al., 1999). These two
isoforms of the COX enzyme are coded by different genes and are responsible for the
double oxygenation and reduction of arachidonic acid. The expression of these two
enzymes differs greatly. The COX-1 enzyme is basic in its performance in maintenance
of normal functions while COX-2 is inducible and found at sites of inflammation (Arosh
et al., 2002). These roles spill over into their actions regarding reproductive processes.
The COX-2 enzyme is involved in luteolysis and pregnancy maintenance while COX-1
remains at steady state levels regardless of changes in hormone profiles (Asselin et al.,
1997). The differentiation in the role of the reproductive prostaglandins occurs
downstream of the PGH2 with the enzymes PGE synthase (PGES) and PGF synthase
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(PGFS) (Arosh et al., 2002). Much like the COX enzymes, their function during the
estrous cycle differs with the luteolytic cascade potential being promoted with PGFS to
produce PGF (luteolytic) or staved off through PGES producing PGE (luteoprotective).
Oxytocin up-regulates the COX-2 pathway and PGFS expression thus increasing the
production of PGF at the expense of PGE. Alternatively, IFNτ increases the COX-2
preferential production of PGE via PGES (Xiao et al. 1999; Charpigny et al. 1999). Thus
the reproductive hormones of maternal (oxytocin) and fetal (IFNτ) origin regulate which
PG will be produced at the expense of the other.
Luteolytic Cascade
During the luteolytic cascade there is preferential production of PGF, the primary
luteolysin. Lysing of the corpus luteum (CL) does not solely depend upon PGF
production. There must be a coordinated sequence of events that involve both the
increase in the ability of the uterine endometrium to secrete PGF as well as the increase
in oxytocin receptor synthesis (OTR) within the uterine endometrium (Goff et al., 2004).
Though PGF2α is ultimately the hormone responsible for the destruction of the CL, there
is a long succession of events involving estrogen, progesterone, oxytocin and their
receptors for this process to occur properly.
Following long exposure of the endometrial environment to progesterone during
the luteal phase of the estrous cycle, approximately 12-14 days, there is down-regulation
of endometrial progesterone receptors (PR) and an increase in endometrial OTR and
sensitivity (Lamming et al., 1995). As Battocchio et al. (1999) found while attempting to
coordinate serum progesterone levels with ultrasonagraphic images of the CL, there are
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three distinctive time-points in CL function and progesterone levels. Their time points
were identified as days 3-4 of the estrous cycle, days 17-21 and 3-4 days prior to the
succeeding estrus with progesterone levels of 1.1-1.7 ng/ml, 4.0-7.3 ng.ml and 1.0-3.6
ng/ml, respectively. Responsiveness of the cow to oxytocin stimulation varies according
to stage of cycle with those at mid cycle (d 11-19) having a smaller response to an
oxytocin challenge as identified by increases in circulating PGF metabolites (PGFM)
(Silvia et al. , 1989). The increased oxytocin sensitivity occurring during the late cycle is
a result of prior, prolonged progesterone during early and mid cycle. Responsiveness to
the challenge is held over into the early portion of the subsequent cycle. This
phenomenon was substantiated in future work where long exposures of progesterone
allowed for accumulation of the precursors arachidonic acid and PGH2 as well as
increased phospholipid stores and COX enzymatic activity (Spencer et al., 1995a; Sylvia
et al., 2004). This suppressive action of progesterone only wanes after long exposure.
Progesterone priming is necessary for processes occurring post-oxytocin binding and in
making provisions for suitable levels of substrates and enzymes necessary for PGF
production.
The declining progesterone influence on the uterine environment leads to an
increase in OTR. In this manner, progesterone down-regulates its own receptors in the
uterine endometrium. This allows estrogen production, from the presumptive dominant
follicle, to begin increasing the formation of uterine OTR. A study by Lamming et al.
(1995) utilizing ovariectomized cows, found that oxytocin receptors remain present on
the uterine endometrium, yet show no response to oxytocin stimulation, as measured by
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circulating PGFM, until after administration of progesterone. There is a noticeable
refractory period of both the uterus and CL following a PGF pulse and the sensitivity of
the uterus to oxytocin develops slowly and occurs during the presence of progesterone
(Silvia et al., 2004). There are two main sources of oxytocin during the period of early
luteolysis, the CL and posterior pituitary. Oxytocin from the CL as well as the pituitary,
bind to the endometrial OTR and initiate the pulsatile production of PGF (Goff et al.,
2004). One of the initial experiments validating the CL as a plentiful source of oxytocin,
conducted by Ott and Scott (1910), demonstrated increased milk production in goats
following administration of an aqueous extract of the CL. The ability of the CL to release
the catalyst oxytocin and respond to the eventual product, PGF, leads to the theory that
the CL expresses all necessary components to complete PG synthesis, transport and
signaling, thus regulating its own lifespan (Arosh et al., 2004). Oxytocin, in this
scenario, activates the production of PGF, through protein kinase-C (PK) and an increase
in intracellular calcium (Skarzynski et al., 2000). The reaction by the endometrium to
oxytocin results in increased PGF production. This work was thoroughly discussed in the
research efforts by Rowlands (1961), a follow-up study to the one performed by Loeb in
1923, where hysterectomy of guinea-pigs increased luteal lifespan and prevention of
ovulation while also showing an enlarged CL with increasing levels of progesterone.
Additionally, Silvia et al. (2004) concluded that secretion of oxytocin from the posterior
pituitary increases PGF secretion in the endometrium which then increases oxytocin
production in the CL. This increased production of oxytocin from the CL then further
increases PGF secretion from the endometrium in a positive feedback loop.
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Progesterone does not act alone but in concert with estrogen during the luteolytic
process. A 2X2 study conducted by Zhang et al. (1991) analyzed the role of estrogen in
the luteolytic process of ewes. Their experimental groups consisted of 1) irradiation of
follicles and placebo; 2) irradiation of follicles with estrogen supplementation; 3) sham
procedure and placebo; 4) sham procedure with estrogen supplementation. The majority
of ewes that were irradiated and received a placebo, did not display luteolysis by day 17
of the cycle. In addition, the time between pulses of PGF was much greater in the ewes
with no ovarian follicles and the placebo when compared to those that had no ovarian
source but a supplemental source of estrogen. The effect of estrogen on OTR synthesis is
rapid. When ewes were give luteolytic doses of estrogen on day 12 of the estrous cycle
followed by a hysterectomy at 12, 24, 36 or 48 hours post injection, there was the greatest
increase in endometrial estrogen receptor gene expression at 12 hours followed by the
largest increase in OTR density between 36 and 48 hours (Spencer et al., 1995). More
recently, Araujo et al. (2009) investigated the direct role of circulating estrogen from the
growing follicle on the ability of heifers to complete luteolysis, as measured by CL size
and blood progesterone levels. Heifers in this study were assigned to three different
treatment groups with follicular ablation of all follicles >4.0 mm occurring at day 9, days
9-15 or days 9-21. Luteolysis was delayed in all groups with greater delays occurring in
animals that had longer periods of ablation and thus removal of their estrogen source for
longer periods of time. In part two of the same experiment, Araujo and coworkers (2009)
supplemented 1.0 mg estradiol benzoate on days 13 and 15 to heifers that underwent
ablation of follicles >4.0 mm from days 9-17 of their cycles. PGF production and
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luteolysis occurred earlier in heifers supplemented with estrogen compared to heifers
receiving no form of estrogen. This experiment validated the need for estrogen to induce
luteolysis with decreased circulating PGFM in placebo treated heifers and earlier
luteolysis expression in heifers supplemented with estradiol.
The sequence of the endocrine events prior to luteolysis appears as important as
the hormones themselves. Maximum endometrial OTR presence is on day 15-17 of the
bovine estrous cycle which correlates to the time of the estrous cycle when progesterone
concentrations have remained above 1 ng/mL for some 12-14 days (Jenner et al., 1991;
Battochio et al., 1999). Progesterone exposure for 12-14 days is needed to achieve this
threshold OTR responsiveness (Lamming et al., 1995). Progesterone priming prior to
day 15-17 of the estrous cycle leads to low amplitude pulses of PGF in preparation of
luteolysis, regardless of pregnancy status. Low amplitude PGF pulses can be detected as
early as day 14 of the estrous cycle with an increase in pulse amplitude and duration
occurring between days 16 and 17 (McCracken et al., 1999). The pattern of PGF
secretion is altered by the developing follicle during the end of the luteal phase and just
prior to the follicular phase. The assumption regarding the developing follicle relies on
the evidence that supplemental estrogen causes a marked increase in PGF which would
imply an increase in oxytocin receptor synthesis (Zelinski et al., 1980). Uterine OTR
concentrations are lowest during the middle of the luteal phase with a gradual increase to
the end of the luteal phase. Maximum numbers of OTR are found at the time of
maximum follicular size and estrus (Sheldrick and Flint, 1965). In pregnant animals, the
maintenance of the luteal phase prohibits the increased development of the dominant
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follicle to increase estradiol and OTR synthesis. This is in agreement with the results of
Zhang’s (1991) sheep study where the majority of ewes with ablation of ovarian follicles
did not display luteolysis at the correct stage in the estrous cycle whereas ewes that had
ovarian follicles removed but received estrogen supplementation did have a normal
luteolytic pattern. High estrogen production must follow sufficient progesterone
exposure as evidenced by the lack of reproductive success in cattle inseminated on their
first estrus post calving in which proper progesterone priming was deficient. The rate of
pregnancy failure is reduced after each estrous cycle where the animal experiences a
luteal phase and thus progesterone exposure (Darwash et al., 1997). Ovariectomized cows
supplemented with estradiol levels sufficient to induce estrus resulted in the loss of
oxytcin responsiveness due to the down-regulation of endometrial OTR (Lamming,
1995). However, if the estradiol treatment was followed by progesterone and subsequent
estradiol, both OTR as well as oxytocin induced PGF production increased. This would
follow the natural sequence of events in a cycling animal where OTR concentrations fall
after exposure of estrogen in the follicular phase and do not rise again until after exposure
to progesterone in the subsequent luteal phase. Adhering to this cyclic nature, exposure
of the endometrium to high levels of estrogen increases progesterone receptor synthesis
in preparation for the next estrous event. Thus the ability to induce the cascade of
luteolysis through estrogen stimulation and oxytocin induction is imperative but the
sequence with which these occur are intertwined and depend on progesterone for CL
destruction to occur.
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Pregnancy Recognition in Cattle
The earliest discovery of an embryonic substance necessary for maternal
recognition dates to 1966 with the Mohr and Rowson studies with ewes. Unlike some
other mammalian species, the cow relies on a signal of embryonic origin, known as
Inteferon Tau (IFNτ), to initiate maternal recognition. Godkin et al. (1982), during a trial
utilizing intact ovine conceptuses under in vitro culture conditions, discovered that the
conceptus produces a protein with a molecular weight of approximately 18,000, not yet
identified, which peaked at day 15 and become undetectable by day 21 of embryo
development. This substance was later identified as IFNτ. During this process, the
function and lifespan of the CL is salvaged. In domestic ruminants, (bovine, caprine and
ovine) there is the dependency on the CL to maintain its role in progesterone production,
thereby inhibiting luteolysis, for pregnancy to continue. The sheep has served as an
excellent model to study the effects of IFNτ and its role in pregnancy recognition. Ovine
IFNτ shares similar amino acid sequence and physiological effects with bovine IFNτ.
Pregnancy recognition in cattle is a coordinated symphony between the developing
conceptus and the maternal reproductive tract. Without a signal from the developing
conceptus during the critical window of 15-17 days post estrus, the normal pattern of the
estrous cycle will continue with a luteolytic cascade causing destruction of the CL (Arosh
et al., 2004). A multitude of exploratory endeavors have found evidence of mechanisms
by which IFN-tau blocks the luteolytic cascade from occurring.
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Monitoring Receptors
An introductory method by which IFNτ works to inhibit luteolysis is through
regulation of OTR synthesis and the possible disruption of signal transduction for PGF
production and expression (Thatcher et al., 1997). IFNτ is critical to inhibition of
luteolysis; responsible for impeding the increase in OTR synthesis leading to decreased
OTR on the luminal epithelium which thereby decreases the synthesis of endometrial
PGF (Bearden et al., 2004; Roberts et al., 2007). Evidence also suggests that IFNτ not
only acts directly at mediating OTR synthesis but also in the precursor step of estrogen
receptor (ER) synthesis. Estrogens can induce the up regulation of OTR through ERs;
therefore, by blocking the ER synthesis, the pathway for the luteolytic action of oxytocin
has been effectively blocked (Kimmins et al., 2003; Bearden, 2004). Barring an increase
in oxytocin and estrogen receptor numbers, there is the additional impediment of
blocking the activities of oxytocin in the uterine endometrium. To further elucidate this
mechanism, in vitro cultures were utilized to study the role of oxytocin as well as IFNτ
on the uterine endometrium. In this work, oxytocin increased the levels of COX-2
mRNA and PGF production in endometrial cells in a dose dependent manner. However,
when uterine epithelial cells were exposed to oxytocin and recombinant IFNτ, there was
suppression in the ability of oxytocin to induce COX-2 mRNA ((Asselin et al., 1997;
Xiao et al., 1999). With this break in the positive feedback loop, there is a decline in
luteal secretion of oxytocin. Luteal oxytocin values in pregnant animals are less than 10%
of levels found in open animals that are resuming the estrous cycle (Flint and Sheldrick,
1986).
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Aside from the role of IFNτ on estrogen and oxytocin receptors, there is an
alteration in the regulation of PG receptors. The expression of PGE and PGF is exerted
through G-protein coupled receptors with the PGE (EP) receptor having four subtypes
and PGF (FP) having two subtypes. The expression of PGE and PGF differ over the
luteal phase with COX-1 and PGFS having no changes in expression whereas COX-2,
PGES, EP and FP undergo significant changes (Arosh et al., 2004). Arosh and coworkers
(2004) concluded that two of the four EP subtypes are up-regulated in uterine
endometrium, myometrium and the CL. There is preferential alteration in PG synthesis
for pregnancy maintenance as a result of increasing EP2 receptor numbers. However, no
such alteration is found in progesterone receptors. Additionally, there is no change in FP
mRNA within the endometrium (Arosh et al., 2004). Ewes that were ovariectomized and
fitted with uterine catheters were split into a 2X2 factorial with the following
combinations: 1) control and progesterone, 2) control and estrogen plus progesterone, 3)
recombinant ovine IFNτ (roIFNτ) and progesterone and 4) roIFNτ and estrogen plus
progesterone. Progesterone was administered daily from days 2 to 14 of the estrous cycle
with estrogen administration on days 12-14 and IFNτ or control proteins supplemented
on days 10-14. Remarkably, roIFNτ did not increase progesterone receptor synthesis or
density; mirroring the same down-regulation that occurred in control animals. These
animals had a decline in estrogen receptor mRNA and OTR synthesis (Spencer et al.,
1995a). This would functionally inhibit a luteolytic cascade but not through regulation of
progesterone receptors.
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Inhibition, Signal Disruption and COX-2
Previous research agrees that both estrogen and oxytocin receptors are mediated
for conception to transition into a successful pregnancy. However, low levels of oxytocin
are still capable of inducing luteolysis in pregnant animals (LaFrance et al., 1985). Thus,
the role of IFNτ in maintaining pregnancy is multifaceted. Aside from the alteration in
the types of prostaglandins and receptors produced, IFNτ has an additional role in
inhibiting PGF synthesis through inhibition and alterations in signal transductions as
noted by other type-1 interferons.
The most studied methods of interferon inhibition or signal transduction is
through Tumor Necrosis Factor-alpha (TNFα) and the Janus Kinase (JAK) signal
transducer and activator of transcription (STAT) pathway. TNFα is capable of eliciting
PGF secretion in the bovine stromal cells of the endometrium through the actions of
phospholipase A2 and subsequent AA conversion. Further PGF production may occur
through the stimulation of nitric oxide synthase (NOS) or by the conversion of PGE to
PGF through PGE2-9-ketoreductase (Asselin and Fortier, 2000; Skarzynski et al., 2000).
Though the epithelial cells of the bovine endometrium are generally designated as the
predominant PGF producing cells, it is believed that TNFα induces phospholipase A2
(PLA2) and PGF production within the stromal cells. This production from the stromal
cells induces PGF production from the epithelial cells and initiates the positive feedback
loop between uterine PGF and luteal oxytocin (Asselin et al., 1996). In the role for
pregnancy recognition, it does not appear that IFNτ acts on COX-2 gene expression
directly, instead it down-regulates TNFα thus decreasing COX-2 gene expression and
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ultimately PGF production. Okuda et al. (2004) found that IFNτ in vitro, decreased TNFα
expression in a dose dependant manner (0.3-30 ng/mL) and fully blocked COX-2
expression at 30 ng/mL in endometrial stromal cells. Interestingly, the role of TNFα is
not a simple stimulation of the COX-2 pathway for specific PGF production. A research
study measured oxytocin, nitric oxide, PGF, progesterone and PGE in circulation of
heifers that were assigned to the following groups: control (received saline), TNFα
(varying levels administered in combination with saline) or a PGF analogue (Skarzynski
et al., 2003). Low doses of TNFα (0.1 and 1.0 µg), as would be found in PGF release,
resulted in decreased circulating progesterone throughout the course of the estrous cycle
and a faster return to estrus. In contrast, higher doses (10, 25 and 50 µg), more often
associated with uterine inflammation, resulted in increased circulating progesterone as
well as PGE production which ultimately lengthened the estrous cycle and is a role of
TNFα to be investigated in the future. The immediate response at pregnancy recognition
is for the down-regulation of TNFα via IFNτ to prevent luteolysis with increasing EP
receptor numbers favoring PGE production.
Balancing PGF and PGE
Establishment of pregnancy depends on the preferential production of PGE
(luteoprotective) over PGF (luteolysin) and the ability for COX-2 to participate in
battling physiological mechanisms associated with luteolysis (Arosh et al., 2002). The
production of PGF is generally limited to the epithelial cells of the bovine endometrium
with PGE production sourcing from the stroma. For this reason, the uterine epithelium is
the target for estrogen and oxytocin acting on the endometrium for PGF regulation
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(Asselin et al., 1996). The role of IFNτ is to alter this typical production in an
antiluteolytic or luteoprotective manner. An in vitro study completed by Asselin et al.
(1997), found that roIFN-tau increased production of PGE from the epithelial cells,
changing their main prostaglandin product from PGF to PGE. Arosh and coworkers
(2004) noted that there is also the decreased expression of PGFS in the epithelial cells as
a result of exposure to recombinant bovine IFNτ (rbIFNτ). Similar biological results
occur across species with roIFNτ and rbIFNτ utilization as they are 80% homologous in
their amino acid sequence (Emond et al., 2000). Changes also occur within the stromal
cells, with an increase in both PGE and PGF with increased COX-2 expression (Arosh et
al., 2002; Parent et al., 2002). In a study by Guzeloglu et al. (2004), there was increased
total PGF and PGE in uterine flush fluid of pregnant animals when compared with nonpregnant animals at 17 days post-breeding and supports work of Asselin et al. (1997). In
the Asselin et al., (1997) study there was an increase in PGE production from stromal and
epithelial cells and an increase in PGF production in stromal cells. Increased PGFM in
pregnant animals when oxytocin challenged confirms that the ratio of these two
prostaglandins is more important for pregnancy maintenance than the concentration of
each (LaFrance and Goff, 1982; Parent et al., 2002). For these reasons, IFNτ is believed
to manipulate COX-2 expression to favor an increase in PGE production with upregulation occurring in two endometrial cell types (Xiao et al., 1999; Parent et al., 2002).
There is also a downstream change in concentrations of PGES and PGFS. This change
results in an increase in endometrial PGS occurring around the time of pregnancy
recognition (Parent et al., 2002). In a study investigating the influence of IFNτ on PG
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release, IFNτ increased COX-2 mRNA and protein expression in the uterine
endometrium but this increased expression was not mirrored in the myometrium or the
CL (Arosh et al., 2004). This shift in production occurs around the time in which
maternal recognition or luteolysis should begin (day 15-17) and both PGES as well as
COX-2 expression increase in the uterine endometrium (Charpigny et al., 1999; Arosh et
al., 2002). There is an additional alteration in PG synthases with IFNτ decreasing PGFS
in the endometrium and myometrium while up-regulating PGES in the CL through a
biosynthetic preferential process. This work validated that by Asselin et al. (1997), who
noted the preferential production of PGE when the COX-2 pathway was stimulated by
rbIFN-tau in vitro. Collectively the PGES to PGFS ratio was analyzed for each tissue
after exposure to rbIFN-tau and the ratios increased ~1.5 fold, ~2.0 fold and ~2.7 fold in
the endometrium, myometrium and CL, respectively. These results confirm that there is
a requirement for IFNτ to alter COX-2 expression and the PG synthases preferentially to
optimize the PGE to PGF ratio necessary for pregnancy maintenance. The timing of
pregnancy recognition prior to lutolysis is critical. However, there is the potential for
rapid induction of PGES and COX-2 with maximal amounts of PGES and COX-2
approximately 12 hours after IFN-tau exposure and with detectable levels as early as 6
and as late as 24 hours (Parent et al., 2002)
Reproductive Inefficiency and Early Embryonic Loss in Dairy Cattle
Reduced reproductive efficiency in dairy cattle is an unfortunate phenomenon
recognized by the dairy industry. This decline in the successful establishment of
pregnancy is a side-effect of the progression of the dairy industry in efficiency and
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optimization of milk production. Clearly defining the exact origins of this decline are
difficult but the broader picture is clearly defined in a review by ADSA Foundation
Scholar, M. Lucy (2001). Our reliance on larger herds, increased inbreeding potential
and more efficient milk production has led to a decline in dairy cattle’s ability to
successfully achieve and maintain a pregnancy. Many of the reasons are an inevitable
sign of the times (more milk produced from fewer cows) while others could be corrected
with more knowledge and focus on long term benefits (decreased inbreeding). With
environmental issues, cost of feed, increased US urban populations and increased product
consumption, the dairy cow must be more efficient and is potentially doing so at the
expense of reproductive efficiency.
Extracting the reasons for the decline in reproductive efficiency is complex due to
the lack of differentiation between what losses are from lack of conception and those that
are from the loss of an early developing conceptus. If conception occurs, Santos and
coworkers (2004) describes the differences in early versus late embryonic loss as the
following; early embryonic loss (EEL) is the loss of conceptus prior to 15-17 days of
gestation, late embryonic loss (LEL) is loss between days 17 and 42 of gestation and fetal
loss is any loss that occurs after 42 days in gestation. With this pattern of EEL and LEL
differentiation, there would be no cycle extension associated with EEL but there would
be some CL maintenance associated with LEL. Once differentiation has occurred, the
conceptus is then referred to as a fetus (Santos et al., 2004). The leading contributor to
infertility in dairy cattle is EEL. Diskin and coworkers (2006) estimate that 24-28% of
pregnancy losses occur within days 8-16 after insemination. With ultrasonographic
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imaging, there is the ability to detect pregnancy as early as 26 days post artificial
insemination (AI) with great accuracy. Attempts at earlier diagnosis (day 21) are less
reliable (Fricke et al., 2002). Therefore, cycle extension is the most accurate distinction
between EEL and LEL. Ott (2006) mentions several factors that are contributors to EEL:
the cow’s environment, heat stress, reproductive management programs, sire fertility and
genetic abnormalities in the developing embryo. These factors are those that can to some
extent be managed and are not generally issues attributable to the cow’s physiology.
There is extreme difficulty in differentiating between conception failure and EEL, with
the expectation that only if EEL occurred approximately 17 days into gestation, would
there be potential for estrous cycle extension. Unless animals are keenly observed, this
delay in subsequent estrous expression and rebreeding potential might not be evident.
Therefore, an understanding and manipulation of maternal factors that are leading
contributors to both types of losses could potentially improve reproductive efficiency.
Focusing on the maternal environment and the communication between dam and
conceptus, reasons for EEL can be further refined. Between days 7 and 17 of gestation,
leading contributors to EEL can be poor uterine environment and failure to establish
maternal recognition and maintenance. As noted by Mann and coworkers (1999), this
would mean the inability to prevent luteolysis, which is the number one cause of
embryonic loss. Moving past the critical point of maternal recognition, LEL can be
attributed to failure of placentation or maternal immune system complications, on days
21-28 of gestation. Focusing on the physiological mechanisms of the dam that are
contributors to EEL, there is an emphasis placed on metabolic drains of increased milk
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production and inflammatory infections of mammary or uterine tissue. Each of the
aforementioned causative agents that are attributable to the dam would ultimately play a
role in disruption of endocrine control or maternal/conceptus interactions. However, well
managed herds are often less affected by the negative impacts associated with an
advancing industry. Understanding the changes in potential reproductive physiology of
the dairy cow will be essential in alleviating potential reproductive decline resulting from
a progressing industry.
Impacts of Milk Production, Mastitis and Uterine Infections on Reproductive Success
According to the United States Department of Agriculture’s National Agricultural
Statistics Service (USDA-NASS), milk production in the last 10 years has risen by as
much as 20% in the US dairy cow. Santos and coworkers (2010) believe that based on
the steady increase of 1.3% in milk production per year that by 2050, the average dairy
cow will be producing around 31,000 pounds of milk per year. With documentation of
reproductive efficiency dropping over the course of the past 40 years in both first service
conception rate and services per conception, there is the generally accepted proposition
that increased milk production has had a detrimental influence on reproductive efficiency
(Butler, 1998; Silvia et al., 1998). There are reports, including one published by
Stevenson and coworkers (1999) that describe greater reproductive efficiency in higher
producing herds compared with low producing. Though this may be true at a given timepoint, overall reproductive efficiency declined for all levels of production. The data may
additionally be altered by record keeping of sampled herds and report management
through Dairy Records Management Services (DRMS). Additionally, higher
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reproductive efficiency on higher producing herds is potentially the mere result of better
management practices from feeding and nutrition to reproductive program compliance.
Another survey of just Southeastern herds by Washburn et al. (2002) found an overall
increase in days to first service by 16 d in Holsteins and 18 d in Jerseys with an increase
in services per conception by approximately one service and an overall increase in days
open over the course of a 23 year period from 1976-1999.
Moving cattle into confinement and managing them more intensely for milk
production has the potential to adversely affect incidences of udder and uterine infections
(Smith and Hogan, 2008). Impacts of mastitis are normally focused on decreased milk
production, increased treatment costs and reduced milk quality. However, there are many
studies indicating the impact both clinical and subclinical cases have on reproductive
performance with causative agents including hyperthermia, inflammation, alteration in
uterine function and disruption of the hypothalamic-pituitary-ovarian axis (Hansen,
2004). Schrick et al. (2001) found that cows with a clinical or subclinical case of mastitis
before their first service had increased days to first service (~10 d), increased days open
(~25 d) and higher services per conception (~0.5) when compared with control cows
which were animals diagnosed with mastitis after confirmed pregnancy or were
uninfected. Work by Santos et al. (2004) indicate that conception rate at the first
postpartum AI and pregnancy rate at the conclusion of their study were lower in animals
that acquired an infection before or after first AI when compared with animals having no
infection. It is then plausible that a mastitis infection following AI can have a negative
impact on the success of a developing embryo’s potential to survive.
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The negative implication of opportunistic infections is not limited to the udder but
holds true for the reproductive tract as well. In a study utilizing 1865 cows in 27
different herds, cows with cases of endometritis took 27% longer to establish a pregnancy
and were 1.7 times more likely to be culled from the herd based on reproductive failure
(LeBlanc et al., 2002). Senosy and coworkers (2011) attempted to establish a
relationship between several measureable parameters for uterine health and subsequent
reproductive success. Comparing to a typical first service conception rate (FSCR) of
32.6%, animals with fluid in the uterus on weeks 7 and 8 postpartum had FSCR of 4.7%
and 2.3%, respectfully; while animals exhibiting abnormal discharge during weeks 5 and
6 postpartum had a FSCR of 2.4%. The secretory agents of the uterus implemented to
combat infections can lead to the demise of its ability to secrete the necessary proteins to
support a developing embryo.
Impacts on Reproductive Biology
Increased milk production has a multitude of consequences on reproductive
success. These consequences can include impediment of proper hormonal control as well
as pregnancy establishment and must be duly noted when investigating reproductive
failure. To support such production, there is the assumption that there will be a higher dry
matter intake (DMI) by the animal. Increased feed intake increases liver blood flow with
a longer rumination period and the need for movement of nutrients from the gut to the
liver and on to the rest of the body (Sangsritavong et al., 2002). Each passage of blood
through the liver leads to the metabolism of hormones. The goal of a study by
Sangsritavong et al. (2002) was to ascertain the amount of hormones metabolized
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according to the liver blood flow of the animal. Utilizing intact animals with CLs and
ovarian follicles removed, a constant source of both estrogen and progesterone were
administered separately. In lactating cows, both liver blood flow and metabolic clearance
rate of progesterone increased after feeding, with both flow and clearance linearly
increasing when cows were fed at higher levels (R2=0.92). Similar results were seen in
both parameters when estrogen was administered. Utilizing a sheep model, those sheep
that were fed at 0.5 times maintenance had significantly higher circulating progesterone
levels during the late luteal phase when compared with animals fed at 1.5 times
maintenance (Lozano et al., 1998). From a reproductive efficiency standpoint, the
potential impacts on follicular development with estrogen metabolism would be apparent
through increased incidences of twinning in high producing dairy cattle; whereas luteal
phase effectiveness and progesterone metabolism would be more evident through longer
days to first service or increased services per conception (Fricke et al., 1999; Lucy, 2001;
Washburn et al., 2002).
There is a relationship between high milk production and negative energy balance
in cattle. Negative energy balance may be a result of external or internal stressors and is
not limited to high producers or always a characteristic of a high producer, but is found
frequently within the high milk producer subset (Lucy, 2001). The effect of negative
energy balance on resumption of the estrous cycle following parturition was studied by
deVries and Veerkamp (2000), finding a 9-10 day delay in the first estrous expression
and fewer animals showing resumption of luteal activity prior to 50 days in milk (DIM)
when compared to animals with positive energy balance. The animals used in the
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aforementioned study were all primiparous. It is important to note that in general, first
lactation animals have a negative energy balance due to their decreased feed intake in
combination with the need for feed energy to contribute not only to milk production but
growth as well. In addition to the work by deVries and Veerkamp, studies have shown a
lower first service conception rate in multiparous animals of low or negative energy
balance (Lucy et al., 1992; Loeffler et al. 1999).
Estradiol during the preovulatory period can have an influence on subsequent
embryo viability. There is evidence that longer periods of exposure to estradiol can have
negative consequences on oocyte development. During embryonic development, these
embryos are susceptible and incapable of fully completing communication with the
uterine endometrium for implantation (Thatcher et al., 1994). Alternatively, follicles are
capable of acquiring ovulatory capacity at 9-10 mm which may pose a different set of
negative complications (Sartori et al., 2001). The lack of progesterone dominance and
the ability of estrogen to induce ovulation of a small follicle reduces conception rate and
increases rates of embryonic mortality (Perry et al., 2005; Perry et al., 2007). The
alteration in the metabolism of progesterone could lead to early stimulation of luteinizing
hormone (LH) pulsatility and frequency. This would ultimately result in potential
ovulation of an immature oocyte and the transformation of the smaller follicle into a CL
incapable of producing adequate amounts of progesterone.
The increased metabolism of estrogen and progesterone can result in persistent
follicles with reduced oocyte competency for signaling of recognition or ovulation of
smaller follicles with reduced progesterone production potential. When investigating EEL
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and the impacts of stress, production or infection, there is a larger focus on the CL and
the potential negative consequences of altering progesterone values. Lozano et al. (1998)
make the distinction between systemic blood progesterone and local ovarian/uterine
progesterone in a study conducted with ewes with the ultimate goal of analyzing how
feed intake and liver blood flow may not have any effect on local level progesterone, but
rather on the systemic circulation which regulate gonadotropin secretions. Mann and
coworkers (1995) utilized ovariectomized cows, which were exposed to either high or
low luteal phase progesterone concentrations as well as doses of oxytocin between days
12-16. Basal levels of PGF were similar between the high and low groups. However,
following oxytocin exposure, there was a marked difference in subsequent PG secretion
with cows exposed to low level progesterone exhibiting a stronger luteolytic signal with
higher PG secretion. In a more recent study, McNeill et al. (2006) investigated the
relationship between early luteal phase progesterone, days 1-8 post AI, and embryonic
mortality. Utilizing milk progesterone samples, the researchers found a strong
relationship between progesterone levels and embryonic survivability on day 4-6 post AI
but not days 7-8. Other groups have seen a positive, linear relationship between day 7
progesterone values and subsequent embryo survival (Lynch et al., 2010). An overall
conclusion was that low levels of progesterone during the early luteal phase, days 4-6
post AI, leads to increased levels of EEL. Low luteal phase progesterone values,
regardless of previous estradiol expression, following breeding may lead to higher levels
of embryonic mortality in cattle; a lower value that may not be just the result of reduced
CL diameter but increase metabolic clearance of the hormone (Lynch et al., 2010).
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The impacts of stress and high milk production not only directly affect metabolic
clearance rate and availability of hormones but can impact hormone responsiveness and
function. In sheep that were underfed, there was a decrease in both estrogen and
progesterone receptors within the uterine endometrium, which may ultimately alter the
transition of the uterine environment into one conducive for sustaining a pregnancy (Sosa
et al., 2006). The adverse effect of undernutrition and receptor number was most
pronounced during the first 10 days of the estrous cycle or what would be during the first
two weeks of pregnancy. Similar results were reported when sheep were fed at or below
maintenance values. The underfed group had higher peripheral circulating progesterone
concentrations but with lower, local, endometrial P4 receptors, a phenomenon not seen in
ewes fed at maintenance (Lozano et al., 1998). In the former study, lower levels of IGF-1
were detectable in the underfed group. There is evidence that IGF-1 plays an important
role in molding the uterine environment for support of a developing embryo. Moreira et
al. (2000) were able to substantiate this thought with a single injection of bovine
somatotrophin (bST) following insemination increasing conception rates in cattle. The
increase in conception rates associated with bST-supplemented cattle can be attributable
to an increase in oocyte competency as bST elicits a response from the liver for IGF-1
production which aids in follicular development. Further, the IGF-1 response is known to
modulate COX-2 production of PGF and aid in uterine secretions and embryonic
development (Moreira et al., 2000). There is a generally positive, linear relationship
associated with follicular growth and estradiol concentrations, neither of which impact
IGF-1 concentrations post insemination (Lynch et al., 2009). Decreased oocyte
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competency associated with feeding below maintenance may result from altered
gonadotropin secretion because of disruption to the hypothalamic-adenohypophyseal axis
as a result of decreasing circulating leptin concentrations (Zieba et al., 2005).
Underfeeding would force biological preservation, at the expense of an embryo, where
the priority of a eutherian mammal is maintenance of themselves before being able to
reproduce and nourish offspring.
Infections in or outside of the reproductive tract are capable of altering normal
reproductive processes in the cow (Gilbert et al., 2012). These disruptions can cause
deleterious alterations in follicular growth, estradiol concentrations, oocyte maturity at
ovulation and ultimately the formation of a functional CL (Herath et al., 2007). Lower
level estrogen secretion by the granulosal cells lead to perturbed follicular development
and a delay to ovulation, whereas the potential for ovulation of a small follicle
transcribed to a smaller CL with reduced peripheral P4 concentrations (Herath et al.,
2007). These disruptions to the estrous cycle and its endocrine mediators may be
attributable to mastitis or endometritis and can negatively impact the reproductive
success of cattle. With respect to mastitis, no impact of infections is apparent on basal
levels of PGF. However, there is evidence that peak concentrations of PGF following an
oxytocin challenge during the luteal phase of the estrous cycle are much higher in cows
suffering from a clinical mastitis infection compared with animals with no intramammary
infection (Hockett et al., 2000). These results may indicate an increased sensitivity of the
uterine environment to oxytocin and PGF during the luteal phase as a result of mastitis. In
addition, systemic TNFα is elevated in animals with diagnosed cases of mastitis. TNFα
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has been found to increase apoptosis in the developing embryo prior to hatching (Hansen
et al., 2004). Confounding this issue on embryonic development is that TNFα has the
capacity to increase synthesis of PGF by the endometrium, with increased expression as a
result of the inflammatory response of the uterus (Sheldon et al., 2009). Uterine
infections are capable of decreasing embryo survivability through attacks on the oocyte
and developing embryo. Inflammatory mediators such as TNFα, cytokines and
eicosanoids reduce trophectoderm cell numbers in embryos which alters the production
of the maternal recognition factor IFNτ (Gilbert, 2012). Gram negative bacterial
endotoxins (lipopolysaccharides or LPS) invoke both the uterine stroma and endothelium
to have an inflammatory response with an increased production of PGE instead of PGF
(Herath et al., 2009). In conditions where uterine inflammation is not present, the
increased levels of PGE in relation to PGF are often regarded as positive for reproductive
success (Arosh et al., 2002; Parent et al., 2002; Skarzynkski et al., 2003; Bearden et al.,
2004). When the effective rise in PGE is a mechanism in the inflammatory response, the
results can be detrimental. The increased production of PGE impedes normal involution
of the uterus (Slama et al., 1991). With increased PGE, there is the increased level of
tissue damage to the uterus impacting endometrial secretions to support pregnancy as
well as a increased PGE:PGF ratio which may impede the normal luteolytic process
(Sheldon et al., 2009; Herath et al., 2009).
The Protective Mechanism of IFNτ and Methods of Supplementation
As previously mentioned, IFNτ is the maternal recognition signal in cattle. It is a
172 amino acid cytokine unique to ruminant animals and holds membership in an
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extensive group of Type-1 interferons. Though Type-1 interferons share many similar
qualities, IFNτ differs from this group in that it is not widely expressed, is not virally
inducible and can sustain high synthesis levels for days (Roberts et al., 2007; Ealy et al.,
2008). Additionally, the expression of IFNτ is seemingly limited to the preimplantation
period of the bovine conceptus with secretion evident from the blastocyst stage until
implantation of the elongated embryo within the uterine endometrium (Roberts et al.,
1992). This transient period of interferon-tau expression by the developing conceptus was
first recognized by Moore and Rowson (1966) using ovine embryos to manipulate the
estrous cycle. This group of researchers discovered that an embryo communicated with
the ovarian CL in order to manipulate the estrous cycle and prevent luteolysis. The study
that led them to this novel concept involved removal of embryos from sheep at various
ages of gestation (day 5-15); making the discovery that removal of the embryo after 12 d
of gestation resulted in estrous cycle extension. In a follow-up study they reported that d
14-15 embryo homogenates approximately were able to extend CL lifespan through a
“substance derived from the embryonic tissue, which presumably must be of a chemical
nature” (Rowson and Moor, 1967). The transient nature of the substance was noted when
the same CL life extension was not seen if day 25 homogenates were transferred. Their
study also highlighted to the fact that the substance must be present for some length of
time for estrous cycle extension to occur. There were a greater number of ewes exhibiting
cycle extension if they received daily uterine infusions compared to those animals that
received a single infusion at d 12 of the estrous cycle.
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From this preliminary work and work that followed, there was the widely
accepted understanding that the conceptus played a direct role in maintaining its own
survival. The conceptus of domestic ruminants, unlike some eutherians does not fully
implant or invade the uterine endometrium. Instead, it is the responsibility of the
trophoblastic cells to fuse with the luminal epithelium. Their role alone is not merely to
form the attachment of the embryo but to signal the embryo’s presence prior to when
attachment can be established. Embryos during their early developmental phases may be
classified in the following ways: spherical (<0.5 cm), tubular (0.5-1.0 cm) or filamentous
(>1.0 cm) with IFNτ presence detectable in embryos in the tubular or filamentous form
(Mann et al., 2001).
Numerous ruminant studies have focused on the communication occurring
between conceptus and dam via IFNτ and the factors that may limit the success of this
interaction. Biological disturbances, as previously reviewed, may have a large impact on
the completion of the crosstalk and recognition event. These reproductive failures are
rarely related to the failure of IFNτ to signal the presence of a developing embryo but
instead to insufficient quantities of the signal (Hill et al., 2000). With trophoblastic
material being the source for IFNτ, embryos that are developmentally retarded or
damaged would have a reduced supply from this isolated source. Aside from ovulation
of young oocytes, damage to the embryo is often the by-product of manipulation from an
outside source including embryo transfer (ET), in-vitro produced embryos (IVP) or more
advanced assisted reproductive technologies (Thatcher et al., 1994; Perry et al., 2005).
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With the introduction of artificial insemination, the availability of genetically
superior males became a reality for a large portion of the dairy industry. Through
advancements in assisted reproductive technology, the movement of female genetic
material became more widespread as embryo transfer work became more realistic for the
average producer. Unfortunately, there are still many complications involved with ET
that make it an apt area for further research. One factor is the reduced conception rates
associated with cryopreserved embryos compared to fresh embryos. Cryopreserved
embryos in general show less metabolic function following freezing as measured by CO2
levels in culture systems as well as survivability in vitro (Khurana et al., 2000). The
timing of bovine embryo collection and cryopreservation is critical to their survival of the
freeze/thaw process. Embryos too early in development, prior to the morula stage, often
do not survive the initial cooling process while older embryos that have hatched from the
zona pellucida do not recover from the deep freezing process. It appears in embryos of
different developmental stages that freezing injury is related to cell type (Mohr and
Trounson, 1981). In day 13 embryos, undifferentiated cells survived freezing with higher
cell numbers compared to differentiated cell types, namely trophectoderm cells, which
were damaged extensively. The freezing damage associated with differentiation of cell
lines, a direct result of age in the developing embryo, might lead to different freezing
techniques associated with embryonic age. This direct damage by cryopreservation to the
source of IFNτ in the developing embryo has led to investigation of additional
applications to rescue damaged embryos for maternal recognition and implantation.
Following implantation, embryonic losses are greatly reduced (Ott, 2006).
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The Role of Interferon Tau on Uterine Health and Pregnancy Maintenance
Cattle are among a group of eutherian mammals where the CL and its survival are
crucial to maintenance of a conceptus. Typically the CL is a transitory structure
developed from a ruptured follicle and lysed by the secretion of endometrial PGF. In
order for a conceptus to continue to thrive, the CL must be conserved and its main
product, the steroidal hormone progesterone, must continue its presence as the
dominating hormone. Survival of the CL allows for progesterone to tailor the uterine
environment to one that is conducive to conceptus attachment and survival (Sosa et al.,
2006). The main function of IFNτ is to protect the CL from lysing, thus maintaining the
production of progesterone and establishment of pregnancy.
Progesterone plays a crucial role in the creation of a uterine environment suitable
for a developing embryo through the induction of necessary endometrial secretions.
During the luteal phase of the estrous cycle, there is inhibition of uterine contractions as
well as a lack of tone to the myometrium of the uterus (Senger, 2003). The quieting of
the uterus is achieved through progesterone’s down regulation of estrogen and oxytocin
receptors. Outside of the uterine environment, progesterone also prevents estrus by
modulating the release of gonadotropins. In a normally cycling animal, progesterone is
strictly from an ovarian source; however, when pregnancy is established, the placenta
becomes an additional source of the hormone. Though the placenta may serve as an
additional source for the hormone, the CL remains the primary source through the
majority of bovine gestation (Meyer, 1994). In an effort to gather information regarding
the correlation of progesterone to IFNτ from the developing conceptus, Kerbler et al.
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(1997) implemented a treatment group of heifers that received a human chorionic
gonadotropin (hCG) injection 5 days after AI to stimulate the production of an accessory
CL while control animals received no further treatment. Ultrasonographic data showed
that all heifers receiving hCG had a minimum of one additional CL and an overall
increase in serum progesterone concentrations in pregnant treated heifers versus pregnant
control heifers. Upon harvest of the conceptus tissues at 18 days post AI, it was found
that IFNτ levels were higher in treated animals and that progesterone levels were
correlated with IFNτ production (R2 = 0.593). Higher IFNτ levels would indicate a
properly developed conceptus which the researchers elucidated was the result of
increased progesterone production with an additional CL(s) in treated animals.
The long exposure of the uterine environment to P4 during the luteal phase leads
to the down-regulation of progesterone receptors within the endometrium. Spencer and
coworkers (2004) describe this down-regulation of progesterone receptors during early
gestation as a result of prolonged exposure to progesterone which is necessary for proper
preparation of the uterine environment for implantation. The decrease of progesterone
receptors results in the loss of cell-surface mucin, which provides a mucosal surface
barrier commonly secreted during times of infection, and the induced secretion of
adhesion proteins. Others have studied the correlation of progesterone secretion with
subsequent embryonic development, finding that levels of progesterone can directly
impact the growth of the developing conceptus and its ability to develop and implant
(Mann et al., 2006; Carter et al., 2008). In a seemingly symbiotic relationship,
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progesterone maintenance is normally acquired through a series of events initiated by
IFNτ.
In addition to the imperative role of protecting the CL, IFNτ acts indirectly to
begin uterine preparatory events for implantation and gestation. The output of IFNτ by
the developing conceptus causes an abrupt exposure of T cells in the endometrium to
high levels of PGE (Emond et al., 1998). Locally, this PGE may prevent the activation of
natural killer cells that could prove harmful to the developing conceptus in a process of
immune system modulation. In addition, these increased values of PGE induce increased
production of progesterone through the cAMP mediated pathway (Kotwica et al., 2003).
To further substantiate the importance in the PG shift and up-regulation initiated by IFNτ
is the relationship between PGE levels and conceptus development. When looking at the
size of developing conceptus in relation to PGE, there was an association between lower
PGES as well as PGHS-2 in the endometrium of those animals carrying a smaller
conceptus at day 17 of harvest (Ledgard et al., 2011). PGES values of the gravid horn,
regardless of conceptus size, were highly correlated with IFNτ levels validating that IFNτ
up-regulates PGES. Others have found that IFNτ production peaks at a specific
embryonic size. One such group found that embryos considered properly elongated at >
10cm produced significantly more IFNτ than smaller embryos (Robinson et al., 2006).
Further alterations in endocrine signals are documented in research involving
ubiquitin cross reactive protein (UCRP) which is induced by IFNτ. UCRP is present in
the uterus at15-21 days of pregnancy in cattle, the approximate time of maximum IFNτ
production (Johnson et al., 1998; Spencer et al., 1999; Arosh et al., 2004). This induction
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of UCRP is thought to be highly correlated with the ubiquitin mediation of protein
regulation during critical points of early pregnancy maintenance in ruminants. This
induction aptitude was noted by Johnson et al. (1998) during work with endometrial
explants where a 12 hour exposure of the tissue to rbIFNτ was necessary for the
establishment of detectable levels of UCRP. This alteration in cystolic endometrial
protein binding is linked to pregnancy maintenance, noting that this work found a 50-fold
increase in UCRP in pregnant animals with little to no detectable amounts in nonpregnant animals.
Methods to Supplement IFNτ
As research has validated the importance of IFNτ for success of the developing
embryo, the exploration of methods by which to insure appropriate levels are met for
recognition and implantation through supplementation are being pursued. Methods of
supplementation are through a recombinant source of the cytokine itself or through
supplementation of the IFNτ producing, trophoblast cells. The majority of studies
involving the effects of IFNτ using a recombinant source have been in vitro with
endometrial cells lines and uterine infusions on a daily or twice daily basis (Meyer et al.,
1995; Meyer et al., 1996; Arosh et al., 2004; Guzeloglu et al., 2004). Intramuscular
injections of embryonic homogenates in sheep did not produce estrous cycle extension
but uterine infusion of such homogenates were capable of doing such (Moor, 1966).
With the necessity of continuous administrations of roIFNτ or rbIFNτ during the
recognition period to be effective in sheep and cattle there is limited plausibility for its
usefulness in production (Bazer et al., 1997; Martal et al., 1997). The future of rIFNτ
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relies on carrying devices that will ensure its delivery for sustained period of times.
Though rIFNτ lends itself well for studying the effects of the embryonic signal, practical
application of supplementing trophoblastic cells provides more applicability at current.
In initial investigations, Heyman and coworkers (1984a) found that transfer of
trophoblastic vesicles (TV) to both ewes and cows increased luteal lifespan and delayed
return to estrus. This confirmed that the trophoblastic cells were the source of IFNτ and
that the source remains intact when the trophoblastic cells are removed from the inner
cell mass. This validation prompted the group to move forward with initial
supplementation work using the TV. The trial found that co-culturing embryos with a TV
increased the rate of development in early embryos (1-8 cell stage) and that this effect
resulted from the release of material into the media from the TV and not through direct
contact with the embryo (Heyman et al., 1987b). Rorie et al. in 1997 confirmed the
direct detrimental impact of freezing on trophoblastic cells through the use of
trophoblastic vesicles. Research groups moved forward with “co-culture” applications in
vivo. Work with transfer of previously frozen embryos along with TVs appeared to have
positive effects on embryo implantation rates and pregnancy rates associated with ET
(Heyman et al., 1987a). From this point, work utilizing TVs in more advanced, assisted
reproductive technologies and defining the most effective methods to produce TVs for
transfer is needed (Hashiyada et al., 2005).
Synopsis
Understanding what causes reproductive failure in cattle requires an intense
understanding of the physiological processes by which reproduction is regulated.
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Prostaglandins and progesterone from the maternal environment are important regulators
of pregnancy while for the conceptus, IFNτ shares in the responsibility. Protection of the
corpus luteum (CL) from degradation by PGF is imperative if conception occurs and that
embryo is to remain viable.
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CHAPTER TWO
EFFECT OF DOUBLE PROSTAGLANDIN INJECTIONS IN THE OVSYNCH®
PROTOCOL ON SERUM P4 IN CYCLING DAIRY COWS
Abstract:
Establishing methods to effectively synchronize ovulation in dairy cattle has
proved more important in recent years as effective estrous detection has declined. The
Ovsynch® protocol is the most popular timed artificial insemination (TAI) program used
in dairy operations. However, potential improvements in animals synchrony and
inseminator confidence associated with the protocol may improve its success. This study
utilized 42 purebred Holstein and Jersey cattle to determine the effect of an additional
PGF2α (PGF) dose 12 h after the first PGF injection associated with Ovsynch® on estrous
expression, follicular diameter, luteal regression, P4, and pregnancy rates. The singular
PGF animals (1X; n=19) received GnRH (d -9), PGF (d -2), GnRH (d 0) with TAI
occurring 16-18 h after the second GnRH dose. The double PGF animal (2X; n=23)
followed the same protocol but with the addition of a PGF 12 h after the d-2 injection in
the Ovsynch® protocol. There was no difference in pregnancy rates associated with 1X
versus 2X groups. Ovulating in response to the d -9 GnRH injection (R; n=23) did
increase the likelihood of having a functional CL at the time of initial PGF in both groups
(P<0.05) though this did not increase the pregnancy rate (P>0.05). There was a positive
correlation between follicular size at ovulation to the first GnRH in R cows with P4
values at PGF (P<0.05). Positive pregnancy diagnosis was influenced by P4 at breeding
with values below 0.2 ng/mL reflecting an increased rate of pregnancy (P<0.05). No
animals above this value (n=10) were pregnant to the TAI. In the R group, there was no
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increase in the number of animals below this 0.2 ng/mL P4 threshold in 2X cattle. There
was a trend for lower average P4 value in R cattle receiving the 2X treatment at breeding
(P4=0.13) compared with 1X (P4=0.48) (P=0.07). This lower value can be attributed to
the faster rate of P4 decline in 2X animals. There was no difference in estrous expression
(P>0.05). Though there was no difference in pregnancy rates or estrous expression
between the 2X and 1X groups, there is the suggestion that the 2X program can increase
the proportion of animals below the 0.2 ng/mL cutoff P4 value at TAI which may
improve pregnancy rates with increased animal number.
Introduction:
Innovations and improvements in dairy herds across the US have led to increased
milk production per cow with predictions of cows reaching 31,000 pounds of milk by
2050 (Santos et al., 2010). Consequent to this selection for increased milk production is
decreased reproductive success with cows having increased days open and increased
services per conception (Washburn et al., 2002; Silvia et al., 2008). Poor estrous
detection, less than 50% of all heats detected on most dairy operations, is a result of
decreased estrous behavior expression as well as lack of detection efficiency (Senger,
1994). To minimize the reliance on estrous detection, reduce days to first service, and
intervals between services, there was an effort to synchronize ovulation rather than estrus
for breeding purposes.
The Ovsynch® program is an efficient and cost effective method to synchronize
ovulation followed by breeding with timed artificial insemination (TAI). This removes
the need for estrous detection (Pursley et al., 1995) (Table 1.1). The success rate of
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Ovsynch® in primiparous and multiparous cows has been well documented with
conception rates ranging from 28.0 to 37.8% (Pursley et al., 1997; Fricke et al., 1998;
Cartmill et al., 2001). Program compliance relies on an injection of GnRH (100µg)
followed 7 d later with an injection of PGF2α (25mg). Cows then receive a secondary
GnRH (100µg) 48 h after PGF2α (PGF) with a timed artificial insemination (TAI) 16-18 h
later (Pursley et al., 1997).
The first GnRH injection is initiated regardless of the stage of cyclicity with the
intention of ovulating an antral follicle and stimulating the production of a new corpus
luteum (CL) and new follicular wave (Pursely et al., 1995). Follicles, as small as 10mm,
are capable of responding to supplemental GnRH and LH. There is the strong potential
for this initial GnRH to elicit ovulation and subsequent accessory CL formation (Sartori
et al., 2001). However, animals that were in estrus or ovulated just prior to initiation of
this program generally do not respond to the GnRH and are often termed non-responders.
The response rates based on stage of cycle are highly variable with one report indicating
ovulation rates to the first GnRH of 23%, 96%, 54% and 77% for days 1-4, 5-9, 10-16
and 17-21 of the estrous cycle, respectively (Vasconcelos et al., 1999). Following the
initial GnRH, the 7 d window from the GnRH until PGF is utilized to allow adequate
time for the novel or induced CL to exhibit capability of regression in response to the
PGF injection as well as development of a follicle from the induced follicular wave
(Pursley et al., 1996).
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Table 1.1. Ovulation synchronization programs used in dairy cattle with information regarding ability to manipulate the
estrous cycle as well as their impact on pregnancy success to TAI.
Protocol

Common
Name

CL present at
PGF of TAI

Induced
Ovulation

Luteolysis
Completed

Pregnancy
Per AI

Citations

GnRH (-9), PGF (-2), GnRH (0), TAI
16-18 h later

Ovsynch

78 - 86.2%

44.7 - 56.4%

63.7 - 85.0% 31.7 - 36.3%

Pursley et al., 1997;
Cartmill et al., 2001;
El-Zarkouny et al., 2004;
Chebel et al., 2006

GnRH & + CIDR (-9), PGF & -CIDR
(-2), GnRH (0), TAI 16-18 h later

Ovsynch +
CIDR

73%

48.0 - 57.0%

60.4 - 92.0% 50.0 - 59.3%

El-Zarkouny et al., 2004;
Stevenson et al., 2006

89.8 - 93.5%

61.4%

PGF(-35), PGF (-21), GnRH (-9), PGF PreSynch +
(-2), GnRH (0), TAI 16-18 h later
Ovsynch

36.9 - 40.5%

PGF (-21), GnRH (-9), PGF (-2),
GnRH (0), TAI 16-18 h later

84%

85.0%

PGF (-14), PGF (-2), GnRH (0), TAI
16-20 h later

75.8 - 86%

75.3 - 80.0%
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Moreira et al., 2001;
Galvão et al., 2007

Cartmill et al., 2001

24.6%

Stevenson et al., 1999;
Cartmill et al., 2001

The window of time from GnRH to PGF proves adequate to build precursors
required for PGF production by the endometrium as well as allow for the increase in
oxytocin receptor synthesis for the positive feedback loop between the CL and uterus
associated with luteolysis (Jenner et al., 1994; Goff et al., 2004; Sylvia et al., 2004). With
regression of the CL, as a result of PGF, progesterone dominance is removed and growth
of the dominant follicle increases as does estrogen secretion (Senger, 2003). This
increase in follicular growth results from the removal of progesterone impeding LH
amplitude and frequency. Following luteolysis, LH pulse amplitude and frequency
increases stimulating the growth of the dominant follicle and allowing for increased
levels of 17β-estradiol to be found in circulation (Cupp et al., 1995). The application of
hormones at defined time-points in this program allows for follicular wave synchrony and
removal of progesterone dominance while also keeping program duration minimal.
The primary criticism associated with the Ovsynch® program is the lack of
detectable estrous characteristics: mounting activity, mucous secretion and uterine tone
(Thatcher et al., 2002). Though these characteristics are not necessary for breeding with
ovulation synchronization and TAI, the presence of these characteristics improves
inseminator confidence. Lack of estrous characteristics results from the GnRH injection
48 h post PGF, which inhibits further estradiol secretion by the developing follicle
(Stevenson et al., 1999). Some animals will exhibit estrus prior to TAI and their
conception rate to this service is higher (33.8%) than if allowed to continue the protocol
with breeding to TAI (21.3%) (Nebel and Jobst, 1998; Kasimanickam et al., 2005).
Though breeding on an early estrus does not offer resolution to poor estrous expression
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and detection it does provide producers with a valuable means by which to increase their
conception rates utilizing the Ovsynch® program. Concomitant with reduced estrous
expression, there could be a deleterious effect on the developing oocyte. There is a
distinct correlation between follicular size at ovulation and successful conception in
induced synchronization protocols. GnRH induced ovulation of smaller follicles resulted
in lower circulating estradiol prior to ovulation and decreased pregnancy rates (Perry et
al., 2005). Induction of ovulation by GnRH can force the ovulation of follicles as small
as 9-10 mm (Sartori et al., 2001). The correlation value between circulating estradiol
concentrations and follicular diameter was reported to be 0.7 by Lyimo et al. (2001).
Some cows enrolled in the Ovsynch® protocol could ovulate a smaller follicle.
Variability in follicular diameter prior to TAI may result from non-response to first
GnRH with ovulation rates to first GnRH ranging from 41.1-64% (Vasconcelos et al.,
1999; Navanukraw et al., 2004; Bello et al., 2006). In addition to reduced oocyte
competency, the smaller follicle is also likely to develop into a smaller, less productive
CL with decreased circulating P4 (Burke et al., 2001). For increased acceptance and
potential success rate of the Ovsynch® program, there would be increased secondary
signs of estrus but still allow animals to be submitted to a TAI. For maximum estrous
expression there must be the rapid removal of progesterone dominance prior to GnRH
injection, allowing the growth of the dominant follicle and estrogen production.
Sustained progesterone values above 1 ng/mL prior to breeding are necessary for
development of a competent occyte as well as to complete ovulation. Evidence suggests
that progesterone exposure prior to the first service, as depicted by number of standing
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heats, can have a positive impact on first service conception rates (Thatcher et al., 1973).
A decline in progesterone and subsequent luteolysis (< 1 ng/mL P4) is associated with
increased estrous activity and LH surge with both of these values being highly correlated
with time of ovulation (Rajamahendran et al., 1989). Plasma values in cattle observed for
all endocrine parameters surrounding ovulation indicated that a decline of plasma
progesterone from >5 ng/mL at 6 d prior to ovulation to <1 ng/mL at TAI had the
maximum LH value (Chenault et al., 1975).
Supplementation of progestins during the Ovsynch® protocol has been
investigated in efforts to further manipulate endocrine events, create tighter synchrony of
estrus and maximize pregnancy rates. Removal of progesterone sources allow for
increased pulse frequency of LH (Cupp et al., 1995). Work involving exogenous sources
of progesterone in synchronization programs has aimed at more rapid induction of LH
pulse frequency with shorter duration to LH surge and ovulation. Removal of exogenous
sources of progesterone as well as forced luteolysis of endogenous sources (PGF on the
CL) results in a rapid increase of LH pulse frequency with indications seen as quickly as
6 h post progesterone removal (Bergfeld et al., 1996). However, there is a problem
associated with exogenous progestins when high progesterone exposure occurs without a
naturally occurring and functional CL for the majority of the time (Savio et al., 1993).
There are conflicting reports as to the impact of the supplemental progesterone source’s
impact on persistent follicle development, which is a follicle that exists for 10 days in the
absence of a CL. Some report that there is little to no change in LH pulse frequency
while others report a lack of full suppression of LH pulse frequency in animals
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administered exogenous progesterone (Sanchez et al., 1995; Kojima et al., 2002).
Regardless, there appears to be an increase in LH receptors located on both granulosal
and thecal cells of persistent follicles, resulting from progestin supplementation,
compared with normal dominant follicles (Cupp et al., 1993) Persistent follicles hasten
premature oocyte maturity, reducing developmental capabilities, and impede proper
uterine environmental changes to support an embryo thus leading to reduced fertility in
cattle (Ahmad et al., 1995).
Having proper luteloysis and ovulation coupled with the possibility of increased
estrous expression without supplemental progesterone would allow for more effective
utilization of the Ovsynch® program. Rapid induction of luteolysis would allow for
increased follicular growth and maximum LH surge for proper timing of ovulation. The
estrous characteristics associated with follicular growth and estradiol production could
increase inseminator confidence at TAI. The working hypothesis is that utilizing two 25
mg injections of PGF 12 h apart would induce rapid luteolysis with increased estrous
expression and higher conception rates to TAI.
Materials and Methods:
Experimental Design
Postpartum multiparous purebred Holstein and Jersey cows all >60 days in milk
(DIM) and with one prior observed estrus were selected from the Clemson University
Teaching and Reasearch facility (n=42) and were randomly divided into two treatment
groups. The first treatment group (1X: n=19) were enrolled in the Ovsynch® breeding
program: receiving GnRH (100 µg Cystorelin; Merial, Duluth, GA) d -9, PGF (25mg
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Lutalyse; Pfizer Animal Health, New York, NY) d -2, GnRH (100µg) d 0 (induction of
ovulation) and inseminated 16-18 h later. Animals in the second treatment group (2X:
n=23) were administered the same injection schedule to synchronize ovulation with a
second injection of PGF 12 hours following the initial dose; GnRH d -9, PGF d -2, PGF
12 h later, GnRH d 0 (induction of ovulation) and inseminated 16-18 h later.
Inseminations were performed by three technicians. Animals were randomly assigned to
the 1X and 2X groups and without knowledge regarding stage of cyclicity. Any animals
in standing estrus within 36 h of PGF were removed from these data. All cows were
subjected to ultrasound examination to measure ovarian activity (7.5-MHz linear
transducer) daily from 12 h prior to the initiation of the protocol (first GnRH injection)
until 12 h post insemination. Blood samples were collected via coccygeal venipuncture
every 12 h beginning 12 h prior to the d -2 PGF until 12 h post insemination for future
progesterone analysis.
All cows were maintained in a single group, milked twice daily and fed twice
daily the same TMR which was formulated to meet or exceed requirements set forth by
the NRC. Animals enrolled in 1X had an average milk production of 79.82 + 26.1
pounds while 2X animals averaged 78.21 + 26.8 pounds with 21% and 13% Jersey
population in 1X and 2X, respectively. All animal handling and collection procedures
were approved by Clemson University’s Animal Care and Use Committee.
Estrous Detection
All animals were monitored for signs of estrus beginning at d -2 PGF. Animals
were checked twice daily for chin resting, riding activity, mucous and standing events
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with the assistance of heat patches (Estrotect™, Rockway Inc., Spring Valley, MI). All
animals were scored by a single individual on a 0-3 scale with 0 indicating no activity; 1
scores being given for animals that were chin resting; 2 given to animals riding and/or
with evidence of mucous and 3 to any animals having standing events. Heat patches
were used to confirm standing events.
Follicular and Luteal Measurements
Diameters of ovulatory follicles and CLs were measured by real-time
ultrasonography with a 7.5-MHz linear-array probe (Aloka 500) daily beginning 12 h
prior to d -9 GnRH until 12 h post insemination. Follicular measurements were collected
daily for all follicles > 5 mm in diameter and had their location on the ovary recorded.
Mapping of the follicles was used to assess response to initial GnRH and subsequent
luteal and follicular dynamics. Any detectable CL was measured and mapped throughout
the ultrasound period. During each data collection ultrasound, follicles and CLs were
measured twice and the long diameter and short diameters were recorded for both
measurements. All four measurements were then averaged for a recordable diameter.
Response Rate to Initial GnRH and Pregnancy Rate
Response rate to initial GnRH was assessed by measurements of follicles 12 h
prior to GnRH and 48 h post GnRH. All animals had follicles mapped and measured at
GnRH injection and 48 h later with ovulation being confirmed by the disappearance of
one (single ovulation) or two (double ovulation) follicles. Therefore, response rate was
assessed by using the number of cows that ovulated during this time period as a
percentage of the total cows that were enrolled in the program. Animals ovulating to the
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initial injection were responders (R) while those that did not are referred to as nonresponders (NR)
Pregnancy was detected at 35 d post AI via transrectal ultrasonography using a 5MHz linear array probe (Aloka 500). All pregnancies were diagnosed using the presence
of uterine fluid and the recognition of an embryonic heartbeat. The calculation for
pregnancy rate with this ovulation synchronization program was the total diagnosed
pregnant at 35 d expressed as a percentage of total cows enrolled on the program.
Blood Sampling and RIA
All blood samples were collected via coccygeal venipuncture into 10 mL
vacutainer tubes beginning 12 h prior to the d -2 PGF injection and concluding at 12 h
post TAI. Blood was allowed to coagulate at room temperature, stored at 4°C for 24
hours and centrifuged at 1500 x g for 15 minutes. Following centrifugation, serum was
collected and stored at -20°C until future analysis. Samples were analyzed for
progesterone (P4) concentration by RIA (Siemens, Coat-A-Count). Intra-assay variation
and Inter-assay coefficients of variation were 8.4 and 9.8%, respectively.
Statistical Analysis
Regression analysis was utilized to determine the influence of several parameters
on both categorical and numerical response variables. Preliminary analysis showed no
evidence of an effect of milk production, breed or technician on overall pregnancy rates
between the two treatments. Numerical factors influencing pregnancy had subsequent
ROC curve analysis. All numerical data were analyzed using a standard least squares
regression model. Progesterone comparisons at PGF as it related to responders and non-
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responders as well as follicular size at GnRH were analyzed in this manner with breed
and milk production as covariates. In responders, P4 at breed time in relationship to
treatment, accessory CL, breed, milk, P4 slope, P4 at initial PGF, follicle size at breeding
and milk by breed interaction were analyzed with standard least squares. Regression
models were also used to ascertain the influence of progesterone at PGF, milk production
and treatment on progesterone slopes following PGF administration.
The Cochran Mantel Haenszel test was used to analyze pregnancy rates based on
P4 at breeding and blocked for P4 at treatment. All categorical data (pregnancy,
High/Low 0.2 ng/mL P4 cutoff at breeding, functional CL at PGF) was analyzed using
the logistic procedure with Chi Square analysis. Mean differences based on
responding/non-responding as well as luteal versus non-luteal at PGF were analyzed via
ANOVA.
Slope of progesterone decline and percent drop in progesterone were used to
analyze the effect of PGF on progesterone values as repeated measures did not account
for influence of one time point on the next. With all models, residual analysis was
conducted to determine if there were any outliers that should be removed from the model.
With the methodology behind separating responders and non-responders as well as luteal
versus non-luteal animals, there was no need to remove animals from analysis.
Predictive values were utilized to ascertain the validity of the relationship shown in each
model. Finally, all possible interactions and variables were initially included but were
removed if P>0.15. All values for R2 were 0.5 or higher for reporting of results in
multiple regression models for model validity.
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Results
Pregnancy Rates
There was no impact of breed, milk production, inseminator or service number on
pregnancy rates. There was no difference in pregnancy rate between 1X and 2X animals
with pregnancy rates of 36.8% and 26.0%, respectively (P>0.05). No difference existed
in pregnancy rates if the animal responded to the initial GnRH injection, with 31.8% of
responders (R) and 30.0% of non-responders (NR) pregnant at the conclusion of the study
(P>0.05). Those cows with an active CL at PGF, as designated by serum P4 values >1.0
ng/mL (L), were compared to those that did not (NL), finding similar pregnancy results
of 33.3% and 26.7%, respectively (P>0.05) (Table 1.2).

Table 1.2. Pregnancy rate changes by treatment and in response to synchronization
program.

Responder
Non‐
Responder
Luteal
Non‐Luteal
Totals

1X
33.3% a
(3/9)
40.0 % a
(4/10)
33.3% a
(4/12)
42.9% a
(3/7)
36.8%
(7/19)

2X
30.8% a
(4/13)
20.0% a
(2/10)
33.3% a
(5/15)
12.5% a
(1/8)
26%
(6/23)

Totals
31.8%
(7/22)
30.0%
(6/20)
33.3%
(9/27)
26.7%
(4/15)

For all cows, pregnancy was highly influenced by the P4 at breeding time (High
versus Low) (P=0.003). If an animal had a P4 value of greater than 0.2 ng/mL (high),
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there was 0% chance of them becoming pregnant to TAI. In all animals, the rate of
pregnancy success if P4 was <0.2 ng/mL was 37% while in responders the rate was
47.1%, but did not differ significantly (P>0.05). Additionally, there was a noticeable
curvilinear relationship between numerical P4 at TAI and pregnancy (P=0.10). The value
of P4 prior to PGF did not differ between treatment groups; however, there was a
numerically lower P4 at breeding time in 2X animals compared with 1X with values of
0.16 ng/mL and 0.36 ng/mL, respectively (P>0.05) (Figure 1.1). Tending to correspond
to a lower P4 value was an increase in heat score (P=0.11). The time to reach a minimum
P4 value prior to TAI did not differ between treatment groups (P>0.05).

Figure 1.1. Concentration of P4 at TAI by treatment group.

Responders
There was a 54.7% ovulation rate to the initial GnRH injection. When performing
subsequent analysis, there was no difference in R versus NR groups for progesterone at
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PGF, heat scores, follicular size at breeding or progesterone at breeding (P>0.05).
However, responding to the initial GnRH did increase the likelihood that an animal
would have a functional CL at the time of initial PGF treatment (P<0.05) (Figure 1.2).
Spontaneous ovulation did not increase the size of the CL at PGF treatment in the NR
subset. Nevertheless, given low sample size in the current study, a functional CL at
treatment with PGF did not increase the likelihood of pregnancy establishment (P>0.05).
In responders, the following covariates were included in the model to predict P4
at TAI: breed, milk, breed*milk, treatment, follicle diameter at breeding, and accessory
CL. In animals responding to the initial GnRH injection, the presence of an accessory
CL as well as having receiving the 2X treatment reduced P4 at breeding (P<0.05).
Regardless of treatment, there was evidence of a curvilinear relationship between P4 at
TAI and pregnancy success with lower P4 leading to higher rates of pregnancy success
(P<0.1). There was a 0% chance an animal would be pregnant if P4 values were 0.2
ng/mL or higher at time of breeding (P<0.05).
There was a strong correlation for cows in the R group to have lower progesterone
values at treatment if they ovulated smaller follicles (P<0.05). Interestingly, P4 values
prior to treatment were greatly reduced in cows in the R group with higher milk
production (P<0.05) while the same cannot be said for non-responders (P>0.05). This
culminated in a final predictive model where follicular diameter led to increased P4
production while increased milk led to decreased P4 production at PGF (P<0.05).
Treatment tended to influence P4 value with average P4 in the 2X treatment at TAI
falling to 0.13 ng/mL while the 1X cows had an average P4 of 0.48 ng/mL (P=0.07).
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There was a weaker relationship for the 2X treatment to achieve an increased number of
animals below 0.2 ng/mL or classification as “Low” (P>0.05).

Figure 1.2. Percent of animals with a functional CL at PGF treatment designated by
response to initial GnRH (P<0.05).

Luteal Animals
For analysis of decline in P4 in response to treatment, all animals that were not
synchronous to the ovulation program and did not have a functional CL at time of PGF as
noted by P4 <1.0 ng/mL were discarded from this data set. The non-luteal group
represented 35.7% of the study population. In luteal (L) animals, there was a tendency
for 2X animals to have lower P4 values at breeding time (P=0.07) (Table 1.3). Rate of
progesterone decline was more rapid in animals with higher P4 prior to treatment in
combination with being assigned to the 2X treatment (P<0.001; R2 = 0.83) (Figure 1.3).
In Figure 1.3, there is numerical evidence of maintenance of low P4 from 48-60 h in 2X
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cows. There was also a tendency for higher milk production to increase the rate of P4
decline (P=0.08). With a higher P4 value 60 h before insemination, there was a tendency
for increased pregnancy success (P=0.11), while a lower P4 value 48 hours from
breeding trended to improve pregnancy rates (P=0.09). The time to reach a P4 value
below 0.2 ng/mL had no affect on pregnancy outcome. In animals classified as both R
and L, there was an increase in pregnancy rate associated with increased follicular
diameter at time of the first GnRH injection (P<0.01; R2=0.3; area under curve=0.85).

Table 1.3. Differences in P4 at PGF and at Breeding in relationship (±SEM) to treatment
group with P values presented.
P4 Change in Response to Treatment ‐ All Animals
1X
2X
P‐Value
N
19
23
‐
Average P4 at PGF
2.19±0.46 2.18±0.38
0.98
Average P4 at Breeding
0.36±0.13 0.16±0.07
0.16
P4 Change in Response to Treatment ‐ Luteal Animals
1X
2X
P‐Value
N
12
15
‐
Average P4 at PGF
3.50±0.49 3.22±0.39
0.64
Average P4 at Breeding
0.49±0.15 0.14±0.05
0.07
Luteal regression pattern was not different between new and old CLs nor did it
differ based on treatment (P>0.05). Current limitations did not allow for the
differentiation in P4 as a result of old versus new CLs that were formed as a part of the
treatment regime. Though this work showed a faster regression rate of luteal tissue in old
CLs compared with new (P<0.05) this did not ultimately affect P4 decline. An accessory
CL did not affect P4 at PGF treatment (P>0.05).
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Figure 1.3. P4 value (±SEM) in all animals (A) and luteal animals (B) by time relative to
PGF treatment at day 0.
A

B.
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Estrous Activity and Follicular Growth
There were three animals that exhibited estrus within 36 h of beginning PGF
administration; their data were excluded from the data set as expression was not a result
of treatment. There was no difference in estrous values with an average score of
0.74±0.18 in 1X animals and 0.96±0.16 in 2X animals. If the grouping was narrowed to
only include those animals with a function CL at PGF, there was a decrease in overall
heat scores and larger numerical difference between 1X and 2X animals, 0.55±0.21 and
0.87±0.21, respectively, though again non-significant (P>0.05).
All animals exhibited follicular growth of a dominant follicle as assessed through
ultrasonic-mapping from initiation of luteolysis with PGF until TAI. The first GnRH of
Ovsynch® may or may not cause an ovulation but almost always causes a new follicular
wave. There was no effect of treatment on percent increase in follicular diameter from d
-2 until time of breeding; however, follicular growth, expressed as a percent increase, was
inversely related to follicular size at PGF administration with smaller follicles exhibiting
the greatest amount of growth (P<0.05). Though highly variable within the model, as
noted by an R2 <0.5, heat scores tended to increase with percent increase in follicular
diameter from PGF to breeding in L cows (P=0.07) but was not correlated with final
follicular diameter (P>0.05). Percent increase in follicular diameter was not affected by
P4 prior to treatment, slope of P4 decline or the time to reach minimum P4. Additionally,
animals in the NR group tended to have larger follicles at the time of d -2 PGF (P=0.10).
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Discussion
Since the beginning of ovulation synchronization, there have been a multitude of
efforts to more effectively synchronize estrus to optimize pregnancy rates in cycling dairy
cows (Vasconcelos et al., 1999; Cartmill et al., 2001; Navanukraw et al., 2004). Previous
research has focused on more effectively synchronizing estrus to the initial injection of
GnRH and often utilized pre-synchronization programs that elicited a longer duration to
first service as well as between services in addition to increased program costs with
varied effects on pregnancy success (El-Zarkouny et al., 2004; Peters and Pursley, 2002).
This protocol aimed at increasing the rate of luteal regression to allow for increased
estrous expression and ultimately higher pregnancy rates associated with the Ovsynch®
program (Pursley et al., 2006). Neither pregnancy rates nor estrous expression differed
between 1X and 2X groups. These results could be indicative of low number of animals,
varying stages of the estrous cycle at initiation of the protocol or the inability of a second
PGF injection to speed the rate of luteal regression as denoted by P4.
Ovulation to the initial GnRH and responsiveness to the initiation of the program
are important in the success of future injections and animal synchrony to Ovsynch®
(Galvao et al., 2010). Stevenson and others (1999) point out synchrony to the program
through response to GnRH only occurrs if the estrous cycle is reset to day 0 with
ovulation. The current work utilized induction of ovulation (loss of the largest follicle
during mapping) and assumed initiation of a new follicular wave as response to the
program. Animals responding to the initial GnRH represented 54.7% of the total (23/42)
which did not differ between treatment groups and is higher than has been previously
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reported (Vasconcelos et al., 1999). Ovulation rate alone did not independently alter
program success in the current work when R and NR groups were isolated. However, it
did increase the likelihood of luteal function at d-2 PGF compatible with previous reports
indicating response rates to the initial GnRH enhance the synchrony of the program for
movement into diestrus prior to PGF administration (Vasconcelos et al., 1999). In
addition, though this study did not ascertain ovulation rates to the second GnRH, the
Vasconcelos research group (1999) found that having spontaneously ovulated just prior
to Ovsynch® or induction by GnRH at d1-5 of the cycle greatly increased likelihood of
ovulating to the second GnRH. Induced ovulation at any other stage had no affect on
ovulation rate to second GnRH and first GnRH response did not predict second GnRH
response rate (Vasconcelos et al., 1999). A number of studies indicate that there is an
influence of stage of cycle at ovulation induction on future progesterone production and
that this ultimately impacts pregnancy rate. However, the literature is confusing with
reports of early diestrus at time of initial GnRH injection having no effect on pregnancy
rate and others stating a positive impact on pregnancy rate in multiparous animals
(Cartmill et al., 2001; Cordoba and Fricke, 2001). The impact on subsequent pregnancy
success is more validly a result of follicular size at induction, with results impacting
progesterone levels at PGF as well as follicular diameter at ovulation to the second GnRH
which both can impact pregnancy success.
The increase in progesterone associated with follicular diameter at ovulation has
been reported previously, indicating a strong relationship between ovulatory follicle
diameter and subsequent CL formation and progesterone production (Perry et al., 2005).
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Progesterone priming is necessary for uterine mechanisms for proper ovulation induction
and subsequently to support embryonic attachment (Silvia et al., 1989; McCracken et al.,
1999). There was no increase in CL diameter associated with spontaneous versus induced
ovulation at the time of PGF which contradicts the initial findings associated with
ovulation synchronization (Pursley et al., 1995). The current lack of difference in CL
diameters is possibly related to the average follicular diameter at induction of 17.0 ±0.66
mm (12.1-22.6 range) being larger than in the previous research (14.2±0.44mm). This
may also be the cause for negligible differences in pregnancy rate between the R and NR
groups. Regardless, the current work found a positive correlation between follicular
diameter in R at initial GnRH and P4 production at d-2 PGF. In this present study, there
was no progesterone sampling prior to PGF nor ultrasounding for stage of the estrous
cycle prior to initiation of the program which limited insight into stage of cycle at
program initiation. However, given similar progesterone results at PGF injection, it is
unlikely there was any difference between treatment groups.
Luteal function at the timing of PGF was analyzed as a result of follicular size in
R cows with identification of a positive relationship between follicular diameter and CL
function at PGF. This data agrees with previous results indicating a threshold value of
>11 mm follicular diameter at induction for adequate future progesterone production
(Perry et al., 2005). Induction of ovulation in smaller follicles results in fewer large
luteal cells in the CL realizing these are the product from transformation of granulosa
cells in the developing follicle which are likely fewer in an immature follicle (Senger,
2003). Analysis of endocrine events preceding PGF was not analyzed with numerous
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confounding factors that could impact appropriate follicular growth and size at the initial
GnRH injection. Variables with potential to impact follicular growth include: milk
production, heat-stress, uterine health and mastitis which were not all identified in the
current data set (Hockett et al., 2000; Washburn et al., 2002; Santos et al., 2004).
The pregnancy rate average of the treatment groups 36.8 and 26.0% for 1X and
2X, respectively, are in the range of rates previously reported (37.8%, Pursley et al.,
1996; 23.8%, Cartmill et al., 2001; 28%, Kasimanickam et al., 2005). There was the
concern of estrous expression and ovulation prior to TAI in the 2X group but this was not
indicated through ultrasonography data or pregnancy rates. Similarities in the two
programs are likely the result of single dose PGF capable of completing luteolysis prior
to GnRH injection or an indicator of a alternative time-frame between PGF injections is
necessary. The former is supported by work indicating a higher success rate of PGF to
induce luteolysis when it is preceded by 7 days with an injection of GnRH (Stevenson et
al., 1999). Regression rates on CLs were not different between 2X and 1X groups which
is likely the result of the delay in removal of luteal mass following PGF injection
(McCracken et al., 1999). Regardless of treatment, no difference existed in regression
patters of old versus new CLs confirming the results of Galvao and co-workers (2010)
where within 96 h of PGF injection, regression rates were similar (94.9% for old and
91.9% for new). The ability to induce luteolysis was not the focus of the current study but
instead, the ability to cause more rapid induction to promote secondary estrous activity.
The addition of the PGF injection 12 h following the first was based on the properties of
luteolysis and previous research indicating a reduction in serum progesterone 12 h
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following PGF administration but not in luteal tissue until 24 h after treatment (Guy et
al., 1995).
Previous research found a rapid induction of luteolysis and serial low serum
progesterone by 12 h post PGF injection in ewes (Guy et al., 1995) as well as a
significant reduction in jugular progesterone concentrations in cattle as short as 4 hours
after PGF (Louis et al., 1974). However, other results indicate a delay in adequate
response in progesterone, luteal cell mass and estradiol until 12-36 h post PGF injection
with intrauterine infusions of PGF lending P4 values below 1 ng/mL at 48 hours after
exposure (Louis et al., 1974; Guy et al., 1995; Acosta et al., 1999). Most research in this
area has focused on P4 reduction to below 1 ng/mL for proper luteolysis to occur and
increase breeding success to TAI (Battochio et al., 1999). This data provides interesting
new information regarding a threshold level for progesterone production (0.2 ng/mL) if
pregnancy is to be achieved in a TAI program. The current data suggest that this can be
achieved by a single PGF injection. However, there is some indication, though not
statistically significant, that there is a numerically lower P4 value (0.1±.01) as early as
36-48 h post d-2 PGF injection in the 2X. This could prove important to the minimum
concentration progesterone requirement for pregnancy. The correlation between the low
P4 value and ovulation rates to the second GnRH would prove valuable.
The key is the efficient removal of the CL and reduction of progesterone. An
ineffective removal of progesterone inhibits follicular growth, estradiol and estrous
expression, as a result of impeded up-regulation of estrogen receptor expression (Spencer
et al., 1995; Araujo et al., 2009). The 2X group did have a lower P4 value at breeding but
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was unrelated to pregnancy success. Higher rates of estrous expression are seen in
variations of the Ovsynch® program which are aimed at synchronizing estrus (Stevenson
et al., 1999). Differences in estrous expression only existed numerically. Estrous scores
of 2 or higher at 26% in the 2X group compared with 21% in 1X. The statistical
significance level did not change when only luteal cows at PGF were evaluated. Though
there were no direct measurements of estradiol concentrations in the current study,
effectiveness of progesterone dominance removal was ascertained by estrous expression
and follicular diameter at breeding as previously described with no effects. Smaller
follicles at induction of luteolysis underwent more substantial follicular growth prior to
breeding. However the low values of estrous expression in both treatments remains a
result of the short time-frame between PGF administration and GnRH induction for
follicular growth (Stevenson et al., 1999)
No advantage exists, based on the current data, to double the dose of PGF
associated with the Ovsynch® protocol. No improvements were achieved in pregnancy
rates or estrous expression. Moving forward with a comparison to shifting the additional
PGF to 12 h before the initial in the Ovsynch® protocol, would involve more frequent
sampling for P4 as well as estradiol analysis. Future work with progesterone values at
TAI and pregnancy success could elucidate new mechanisms by which to increase the
pregnancy rates associated with ovulation synchronization programs. With estrous
expression and efficient detection deteriorating on many dairy farms today, optimizing
programs that allow for utilization of TAI is necessary.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE IMPACT OF FROZEN / THAWED AND FRESH TROPHOBLASTIC VESICLES
ON ESTROUS CYCLE EXTENSION, IN CONCERT WITH EMBRYO TRANSFER,
AND ON SUBSEQUENT BREEDING ATTEMPTS
Abstract:
Research has well documented the reproductive and financial losses associated
with failure of bovine pregnancy establishment. Failure to establish pregnancy may
result from improper signaling on behalf of the fetus or improper recognition, due to the
dam’s uterine / endocrine environment. Increasing rates of embryonic failure are
associated with the rise in assisted reproductive technologies that often have detrimental
effects on embryonic development. This retarded development can lead to inadequate
amounts of IFNτ for recognition by the dam and premature luteolysis. In an effort to
evaluate a method by which to supplement IFNτ, the following work investigated the
practicality of using rolled up embryonic trophoblast sections or vesicles (TV) from dairy
embryos collected 14 d post insemination. The study consisted of three pilot experiments.
Experiment one aimed to determine the effects of a frozen TV at 7 d post estrus or a fresh
TV at 14 d post estrus on P4 dynamics and estrous cycle length. Nulliparous heifers and
multiparous cows received transfer of either a TV (1 mm diameter) that was
frozen/thawed (n=6 heifers; n=4 cows; Frozen) or the transfer of phosphate buffered
saline (n=6 heifers; n=4 cows; Sham) 7 d post estrus in the horn ipsilateral to the ovary
bearing the new CL. An additional group received TV (1 mm in diameter) that was fresh
(n=5 cows; Fresh) 14 d post estrus in the horn ipsilateral to the ovary bearing the newly
formed CL. The objective of experiment two was to ascertain the difference in pregnancy
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rates between fresh and frozen embryo transfers (ET) and assess whether a TV would
alter CL and progesterone dynamics when administered at 7 d following ET(D 7) in the
horn contralateral to embryo transfer and bearing the newly formed CL. Multiparous
cows received either a fresh embryo at d 7 and a frozen/thawed TV (1mm diameter) on D
14 (FE; n=5) or a frozen/thawed embryo at d 7 and a frozen/thawed TV (1mm diameter)
on d 14 (FZ; n=5). In the final experiment, heifers received either a 2-3 mm TV
transferred fresh (n=13; TS) or phosphate buffered saline (n=6; Sham) at d 7 post estrus
in the horn ipsilateral to that bearing the new CL. There was no cycle extension evident
for d 7 frozen transfers in heifers or cows or with fresh transfers 14 d post estrus
(P>0.05). Likewise, there was no difference in fresh versus frozen TVs on cycle
extension. There was significant cycle extension (P<0.05) in the FE group compared with
the FZ animals, 36.7 d and 25.0 d, respectively. Pregnancy rates to ET or on the cycle
following a TV transfer were not higher in animals that received a TV (P>0.05).
Numerically, for both experiments one and three, there was a faster time to peak P4
which was followed by a slower rate of decline in P4 from peak until return to estrus
(P>0.05, experiment 1; P=0.07, experiment 3). Future work must be completed to fully
evaluate the effect of TV diameter as well as storage method on viability for transfer and
subsequent estrous expression.
Introduction:
Successful pregnancies in cattle hinge on the completion of the following events:
ovulation of a competent oocyte, adequate progesterone (P4) production pre and post
insemination and a uterine environment conducive to sustaining a pregnancy. Capability
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to sustain a pregnancy in cattle depends upon the embryo’s ability to produce the
cytokine IFNτ to inhibit luteolysis and thereby maintain luteal P4. Interference of the
embryo’s signal can result from developmental abnormalities or the dam’s uterine /
endocrine environment. Both are possible consequences of events occurring pre and post
conception. Endocrine disruption during the pre-ovulatory period, as a result of increased
hormone metabolism and decreased receptor number, can alter oocyte quality and later
embryonic development (Lozano et al., 1998; Lynch et al., 2010). Following conception,
the embryo’s recognition signal could go unrecognized as a result of compromised
uterine health (endometritis) or insufficient trophoblastic material to produce IFNτ
because of reduced developmental competence.
Reduced pregnancy rates, as evidenced through increased days open and services
per conception, over the past 30 years in dairy cattle, is directly impacted by increased
milk production efficiency in the industry. Events both pre and post insemination
necessary for proper embryonic development are compromised (Washburn et al., 2002;
Santos et al., 2010). Increasing milk production efficiency disrupts endocrine parameters
controlling reproduction. Endocrine disruption in the high producing dairy cow alters
estrous expression with incomplete progesterone dominance, increased estrogen
metabolism, as well as the increased potential for negative energy balance; all of which
singularly or in combination compromise the cleavage rate and developmental capacity
of an oocyte (Gwauzdauskas et al., 2000; Perry et al., 2005; Perry et al., 2007).
Concurrent with increased production efficiency is the progression of technological
advancements used in the industry. Technological advancements in reproduction are
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commonly referred to as assisted reproductive technologies (ART). These ART
advancements allow for a faster rate of genetic progression to perpetuate increased
animal efficiency in the future (Mapletoft et al., 2005; Santos et al., 2010). Currently,
many ART advancements go underutilized as they lack necessary efficiency and
economic wherewithal for widespread implementation. The use of embryo transfer (ET),
an ART, has found the greatest amount of traction in use and diffusion into the industry
over the past 50 years. The use of ET can incorporate other ART, such as nuclear
transfer and in vitro fertilization. However most ET uses in vivo derived embryos with
over 500,000 collected in 2002 (Mapletoft et al., 2005). The technology allows for
increased genetic gain from female, pathogen-free washing for genetic transfers across
country lines, as well as for increased selection intensity for specific genetics in the future
(Hansen and Block, 2004; Mapletoft et al., 2005). ET does show limited increases in
pregnancy rates associated with disadvantaged endocrine groups such as animals in high
production or during heat stress events (Al-Katanani et al., 2002; Sartori et al., 2006).
Minimizing the inability of effective embryonic signaling to increase pregnancy success
with ART could potentially help mitigate current reproductive inadequacies associated
with a highly progressive industry. Potentials for increased trophoblastic material in
utero around the timing of pregnancy recognition could increase reproductive efficiency
in animals with abnormal endocrine profiles as well as recipients of ART. Previous
research as well as the current work has focused on defining the ability of a TV to alter
endocrine profiles of the estrous cycle as well as initial supplementation with ART.
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Inability to signal pregnancy inevitably results in failure to prohibit luteolysis.
Up-regulation of oxytocin receptors (OTR) is a preliminary event necessary to sustain
uterine PGF production and complete luteolysis. Stimulation by the uterine epithelium to
produce PGF appears to be an immediate response that exhausts over time (DanetDesnoyers et al., 1994). In the presence of recombinant IFNτ (rIFNτ), the up-regulation
of OTR by the uterine epithelial cells is inhibited, which ultimately reduces COX-2
mRNA as well as prostaglandin F2α synthase (PGFS) mRNA (Xiao et al., 1999). The
effect of the embryonic trophectoderm, via IFNτ, is not an isolated cause of attenuation
of luteolysis through down regulation of OTR but may also increase linoleic acid from
the uterine endometrium which competes with arachidonic acid for COX-2 binding sites
(Thatcher et al., 1994). Following the abrogation of natural luteolysis, there is a rise in an
additional product of the binucleate cells of the trophoblast, pregnancy specific protein-B
(PSPB). The use of PSPB as a pregnancy recognition signal dates to work conducted by
Butler and coworker in 1982. Unlike IFNτ, PSPB is often used as a pregnancy
determinant in maternal blood. Effectiveness of PSPB to accurately detect pregnancy is
reduced in early postpartum, multiparous animals in which lingering PSPB may remain
from the previous pregnancy (Martal et al., 1997). PSPB relies on the establishment of
pregnancy by IFNτ production which is exhibited as early as 15 d post conception with
detectable PSPB levels occurring much later at 26-30 d (Martal et al., 1997; Arosh et al.,
2004). For these reasons, PSPB levels are highly influenced by P4 and reported to have
little effect on early embryo survival or placental development (Mee et al., 1993; Hill et
al., 2000). Though PSPB may serve as an adequate marker for pregnancy, its
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supplementation would not inhibit luteolysis in the early developing embryo. The
luteoprotective mechanism of IFNτ on P4 maintenance not only benefits PSPB
production but allows for proper uterine gland differentiation to sustain pregnancy. An
event that if lacking, could also compromise pregnancy potential with the cytokine aiding
in endometrial gland transformation (Mann et al., 1999; Gray et al., 2001b; Sosa et al.,
2006).
A decline in pregnancy rate is associated with use of all ART, but to varying
degrees of severity (Hill et al., 2000; Chebel et al., 2011). A common thread amongst all
ART is an underlying cause for reduced pregnancy establishment: reduced trophoblastic
material and insufficient IFNτ production. Embryo transfer of in vivo derived embryos
has proved more effective at establishing pregnancy in times of heat stress as well as in
animals with high production levels (Ambrose et al., 1999; Sosa et al., 2006). In general,
pregnancy rates decline when comparing ET to estrous detection and AI. This difference
becomes more exaggerated if frozen/thawed embryos are used (Khurana et al., 2000).
The in vitro production of bovine embryos can provide a more cost-effective, less labor
intensive, as well as more effective method by which to generate embryos when
compared to the in vivo model (Ambrose et al., 1999). However, this efficiency in
embryo generation is often counteracted by the reduction in their effectiveness at
pregnancy establishment when compared to in vivo derived embryos or artificial
insemination (AI) (Drost et al., 1999). Farin and Farin (1995) completed a study utilizing
different grades of both in vitro and in vivo produced embryos on initial pregnancy rates
and pregnancy loss in cattle. Their results indicate that the grade 1 in vitro produced
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embryos had similar pregnancy rate when compared with grade 2 in vivo produced
embryos. The grade 2 in vitro produced embryos were at the greatest risk for pregnancy
failure (Farin and Farin, 1995). Cryopreservation of in vitro produced embryos leads to
more cell death than with in vivo embryos, a phenomenon seen across ungulate species
(Khurana et al., 2000; Saragusty and Arav, 2011).
The deleterious impact of embryonic manipulation increases when moving to
more advanced and recent technological advancements, such as cloning. Cloning via the
production of demi-embryos, also referred to as artificial twinning, can result in reduced
cell number and increased cell damage in cattle as seen in other species such as the
mouse and sheep (Skrzyszowska and Smorag, 1989). However, the greatest losses are
realized when cloning is performed by somatic cell nuclear transfer (Heyman et al.,
2002). In nuclear transfer derived embryos, there is poor fetal-maternal communication
via inadequate placentation associated with possible errors in nuclear reprogramming.
Reduced survival of natural embryos appears to result from fetal abnormalities (Hill et
al., 2000; Gibbons et al., 2002). There appears to be alterations in IFNτ production
associated with ART from reduction in trophoblast cell number as well as overall
competency for gene expression. How blastocysts are generated can affect the amount of
IFNτ expressed in culture. Talbot and coworkers (2008) found that blastocysts generated
through parthenogensis have fewer trophoblast cells when compared with those generated
by in vitro maturation and fertilization (IVP) or nuclear transfer (NT). However, the
blastocysts of the NT group expressed the least amount of IFNτ. Subsequently, the
placentation of NT embryos lacked apparent vascularity and had reduced allantoic
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epithelial development, leading to embryos with retarded growth patterns and fetal
wastage (Hill et al., 2000).

Heyman and coworkers (2002) concluded that arrested

development after transfer of an NT embryo at the blastocyst stage resulted in a delay in
fetal communication and placentation. In these animals, trophoblastic cells lacked the
desired tall columnar characteristics of trophoblastic epithelium and instead possessed
low cuboidal development which resulted in reduced IFNτ production (Hill et al., 2000).
Many underlying causes exist for reduced reproductive efficiency associated with
ART. Among those that might have the largest impact is the potential reduction in or
damage to the trophoblastic cells which would thereby directly impact fetal-maternal
communication and the recognition signal to prevent luteolysis. In an effort to elucidate
the mechanisms by which IFNτ impedes OTR and estrogen receptor (ER) up-regulation,
researchers have uncovered some preliminary evidence on how IFNτ may be
supplemented in an effort to suspend luteolysis and promote pregnancy establishment. In
an in vitro model, both natural and recombinant IFNτ (nIFNτ and rIFNτ) exhibited
inhibitory effects on prostaglandin synthesis, PGF and PGE, from uterine epithelial cells,
even in the presence of oxytocin (Danet-Desnoyers et al., 1994). Xiao and coworkers
(1999) found that rIFNτ causes OTR reduction similar to that which would occur with
normal embryonic development. In these studies, however, the time response of rIFNτ
was not long lived with evidence of reduced inhibition of COX-2 mRNA found as shortly
as 12 h after exposure in endometrial explants (100 ng/mL of a PMA/rIFNτ incubation
for 12 h). There is an established local uterine effect of IFN-tau. Intramuscular
injections of embryonic homogenates in sheep did not produce estrous cycle extension
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but uterine infusion of such homogenates did prolong the estrous cycle (Moor, 1966).
The local utero-ovarian effect in sheep is well documented (Ginther et al., 1965). In
addition, rIFNτ injections have been found to cause loss of appetite and hypothermia in
ewes (Niswender et al., 1997). The localized nature, short lived capacity, and potential
side-effects of rIFNτ does not provide appropriate validation for the use of an
intramuscular rIFNτ injections as a potential production practice.
Generation of artificially activated oocytes, parthenotes, provide another means
by which to supplement IFNτ to the local target and for a longer duration. Historically,
their use is most often limited to utilization as a stem cell source or a method to evaluate
embryo culture systems (Gómez et al., 2009). Their implementation as an IFNτ source
has potential but has associated inefficiencies. Levels of IFNτ production from
parthenotes surpasses that from NT embryos but may not be fully capable of rescuing the
CL. Further, IFNτ secretion from NT embryos is significantly lower than traditionally
fertilized embryos, perhaps confirming the inadequate ability of the NT trophoblast cells
and subsequent poor fetal-maternal communication (Talbot et al., 2008). The lower IFNτ
levels may also be due to defective gastrulation which reduces trophoblastic material
(Gómez et al., 2009). A distinct advantage to transfer of a parthenote with an embryo or
alongside AI is the lack of ability for that parthenote to result in pregnancy, thus
eliminating a twinning concern (Gómez et al., 2009). The lifespan of a parthenote is
limited with a reported return to estrus in parthenote recipients of approximately 48 days
(Fukui et al., 1992).
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Progesterone, considered to be the pregnancy maintenance hormone in cattle, is
markedly increased with increased embryonic length associated with placentation
characteristics and a rise in trophoblastic material of larger embryos which results in
increased IFNτ production (Mann et al., 1999). Directly supplementing trophoblastic
tissue may provide the most efficient means by which to supplement IFNτ levels in vivo.
The use of trophoblastic vesicles (TV) has been investigated from an in vitro as well as in
vivo perspective to determine the impact they would have on the uterine endometrium
and their potential to delay or halt luteolysis. These bovine TVs were initially used in
vitro co-culture studies to investigate embryonic growth (D4.5-5 bovine embryos) and
quality grades. There were a larger number of grade 1 and 2 embryos after 60 hours of
the co-culture with a TV when compared to control embryos with no co-culture (Pool et
al., 1988). Co-culture for 3-4 d of one to eight-cell embryos with TVs indicate a higher
success rate of development into the morulae phase (16 cell) (46% v 18%) when cultured
in traditional media (Heyman et al., 1987b). Evidence of secretory substances being
released into the culture media was assessed by culturing embryos in media that was
supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum and with media previously conditioned with TV
culture. Results indicated a positive influence of the TV conditioned media on embryonic
development to the 16-cell stage (Heyman et al., 1987b). Additionally, co-culture of 4.55 day embryos (in vivo produced) with D 13-14 old TVs showed no increase in the
number of viable embryos whether the embryo was cultured inside the TV, with a TV in
the media, or in media alone. However, there was a significant increase in the quality
grade when co-cultured with a TV (Pool et al., 1988).
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Previous work indicates a positive influence of increased trophoblastic material
on pregnancy rates associated with ET as evidenced by increased viability of embryos
after double transfer or transfer with a bisected embryo (Heyman et al., 1984b).
However, concerns with twinning in the dairy industry do not allow for the practice of
double transfers. Heyman and coworkers (1987a) indicated a rise in early (up to D 60)
pregnancy rates in animals that received two frozen/thawed TVs in conjunction with a
frozen/thawed embryo at D 8 post estrus. Additionally, this group indicated that there
was a longer return to estrus in non-pregnant animals of the TV group, 32.2 d, when
compared with the control group, 22.8 d. The positive effects carry over to
“compromised” embryos that have undergone further technological processing such as
demi-embryos. The pregnancy rate associated with transfer of demi-embryos is
markedly increased when they are transferred with TVs (Hashiyada et al., 2005). When
utilizing this technique for practical application of ET, previous work demonstrates
improved attachment rates when embryos, frozen or fresh, are transferred with
frozen/thawed TVs at a rate of 5-7 fragments per embryo (Isachenko, 1994).
Supplementation of IFNτ via a TV may provide a solution to embryonic losses
associated with poor trophopblast formation or inadequate placentation common to
viability compromised embryos (IVF, NT, frozen/thawed, etc.) (Spencer et al., 1999).
Despite previous work with TVs, further investigational models are required to define the
impact of a TV and the variable aspects of that TV on endocrine dynamics during the
bovine estrous cycle. The current work theorized that addition of a TV would alter
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estrous cycle length as well as potentially increase pregnancy success associated with
both AI and ET and could serve as a priming mechanism for future pregnancy success.
Materials and Methods:
Experimental Design
Three consecutive experiments were designed and carried out to investigate the
influence of TVs on luteal lifespan and rescue in an effort to establish basic parameters
for future work with TV supplementation.
Experiment 1
In experiment 1, the primary objective was to determine the impact from the
transfer of a TV to the uterine horn ipsilateral to that bearing a newly formed CL at 7 d
post estrus on estrous cycle extension and progesterone (P4) profiles. In phase one, the
aim was to evaluate the impact of a frozen/thawed TV on luteal regression in heifers and
cows when transferred on d 7 post estrus. Purebred Holstein, nulliparous heifers (n=12)
and multiparous cows (n=8) were selected from the Clemson University Teaching and
Research dairy farm. All heifers were 15-17 months of age and cows were under 150
days in milk (DIM) with at least one prior breed date. Animals were subjected to estrous
synchronization through supplementation of a CIDR insert (Pfizer Animal Health, New
York, NY) with removal 7 d later and concurrent with a single injection of 25 mg PGF
(Lutalyse; Pfizer Animal Health, New York, NY). Animals were observed twice daily
and recorded for time of standing estrus 3-5 d after PGF administration. The largest block
of animals that were in estrus within a 12 h period were selected for the study and
continued on the study if they had a palpable CL 7 d later. Seven days following
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observed estrus, animals received, via embryo transfer techniques, either a 1mm
frozen/thawed TV (Frozen; n=4 cows and n=7 heifers) or phosphate buffered saline
(Sham; n=4 cows and n=5 heifers) in the uterine horn ipsilateral to the ovary bearing the
newly formed CL. Cows and heifers had blood samples collected daily at 0800 h
beginning at observed estrus until the following estrus for P4 analysis. Ultrasound
measurements were collected daily beginning on day of transfer, Frozen or Sham, until
return to estrus.
In phase 2, the same methodology was followed; however the primary interest
was to determine if luteal regression patterns changed with alteration of TV type and day
of transfer. Multiparous, purebred Holstein (n=3) and Jersey (n=2) cows, under 150 DIM
and with one prior breed date received a fresh TV (Fresh; 1mm diameter) at 14 d post
estrus. Blood samples for P4 analysis and ultrasound measurements during this phase
were collected daily from one day before treatment until return to estrus. All TVs used
in phases 1 and 2 were of a Holstein source.
Experiment 2
In experiment 2, the goal was to evaluate the use of a TV later in the estrous cycle
at d 14 for analysis of P4 profiles, while evaluating its use in conjunction with both
frozen and fresh embryo transfers at d 7. Multiparous, lactating, Holstein cows were
selected based on cyclicity status, being under 150 DIM and having one previous breed
date. Animals were synchronized with a single 25mg injection of PGF with animals
selected for the trial that came into estrus within a 12 hour window of each other and had
a palpable CL 7 d later. Ten cows were chosen and selected to receive a fresh embryo on
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d 7 post estrus and a 1 mm frozen/thawed TV on d 14 (FE; n=5) or a frozen/thawed
embryo on d 7 and a 1 mm frozen/thawed TV on d 14 (FZ; n=5) with both groups being
analyzed against a control group that were sampled in a normal cycling period (C; n=4).
All embryos for both the FE and FZ groups were recovered from a single Jersey cow,
while the TVs were collected from a different Jersey cow. Animals in the FE group
received either a grade 1 or 2 embryo while all animals in FZ group received a grade 1
embryo. Additionally, all embryos were placed in the uterine horn ipsilateral to the ovary
bearing the CL while TVs were placed in the uterine horn contralateral to embryo
placement. Transrectal ultrasonography was utilized to measure and map the CL as well
as follicles from d 14 (transfer of TV) until the animal returned to estrus or was
diagnosed pregnant. Blood samples were collected at 0800 h from estrus until return to
estrus or pregnancy diagnosis.
Experiment 3
In experiment 3, nulliparous, Holstein and Jersey heifers with ages ranging
between 14 and 15 months were used to ascertain the effect of supplemental trophoblastic
material without culture on luteal regression and subsequent pregnancy success. Jersey
(n=5) and Holstein (n=8) heifers, with no prior breed date received a 2-3 mm fresh
trophoblastic section (TS) 7 d post estrus in the horn ipsilateral the CL while a second
group of Holstein (n=6) received PBS (Sham) transfer on d 7 post estrus in the horn
ipsilateral to the ovary bearing the CL. All TVs were from a single Jersey cow. Ovaries
of all animals were subjected to ultrasound analysis and cattle were bled daily at 0800 h
from estrus (d 0) until return to estrus. Upon return to estrus, animals were inseminated
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by one of two technicians 12 h after standing estrus. The trial was concluded with
pregnancy diagnoses at 35 d post breeding with fluid and fetal heartbeat being a positive
indicator of pregnancy.
All animal handling and collection procedures were approved by Clemson
University’s Animal Care and Use Committee.
Trophoblastic Vesicle Generation
Trophoblastic vesicles (TV) were generated using superovulated, multiparous,
Jersey and Holstein cows. Animals were superovulated using an eight injection stepdown method and were bred twice 12 h apart after the onset of standing estrus.
Elongated embryos were collected 14 days after the second artificial insemination (AI).
Day 14 embryos were collected using a 20 gauge silicone catheter and Dulbeccos’
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) and an antibioticantimycotic solution previously described by Pool and coworkers (1988). The uterus was
gently manipulated to reduce potential damage to the filamentous embryos. Embryos
were collected into a standard 75 µm filter, where they were rinsed and held for a
maximum of 30 min prior to further work. Elongated embryos were then transferred to
petri dishes containing a warmed Vigro™ (Bioniche Animal Health, Pullman, WA)
holding media. All embryos had the inner cell mass (ICM) removed leaving only
trophoblastic cells (Figure 2.1). The remaining trophoblastic mass was dissected into
individual sections ranging from 0.5 mm to 5 mm using a razor blade held by hemostats.
The TV sections were placed into petri dishes of TCM-199 supplemented with 20% heatinactivated fetal calf serum (FCS). If TV sections were to be cryopreserved, they were
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allowed to incubate in equilibrated media overnight at 38.5°C in 5% CO2 atmosphere.
Those embryos that were to be utilized in a fresh transfer were allowed to incubate in the
same conditions for 18-24 h. Following either incubation length, TV sections were
assessed for quality and diameter. Any TV failing to demonstrate cell adhesion
properties and formation of a spherical structure were not used in the subsequent
experiments. Additionally, any TVs demonstrating apoptosis, as evidenced through large
populations of darkened cells were discarded (Figure 2.2). Usable TVs were classified by
their diameters as small (<0.5 mm), medium (0.5-1.0 mm) or large (>1.0 mm). TVs to be
frozen were placed into Vigro™ ethylene glycol freeze media and loaded into individual
cropreservation straws at which time they were slow frozen (0.5°C/min from -7.0°C to 35°C) and placed in liquid nitrogen for storage. For treatments in the following
experiments, TVs were grouped and used according to the breed generating the TV,
diameter and quality, as indicated by morphological characteristics.
In experiment 3, following sectioning, the TVs were loaded back into embryo transfer
straws for direct transfer. With the direct transfer group, no longer than 1 h elapsed from
embryo collection to TV deposition.
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Figure 2.1. Elongated day 14 embryo with inner cell mass (ICM), prior to sectioning.
Length at 5.5 mm and width 1.8 mm.

Figure 2.2. Healthy TV following sectioning and 24 h incubation (A) and a TV that
displayed cell adhesion properties and outgrowth but exhibited significant apoptosis as
indicated by black coloration (B).
A

B
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Progesterone Analysis
All blood was collected via coccygeal venipuncture into 10 mL vacutainer tubes.
Blood was allowed to coagulate at room temperature then stored at 4°C for 24 hours.
Following 24 h storage, samples were centrifuged at 1500 x g for 15 minutes. Serum was
collected from centrifuged samples and stored at -20°C until future analysis. Samples
were analyzed for progesterone (P4) concentration by RIA (Siemens, Coat-A-Count).
Across assays, inter-assay coefficient of variance was 8.9 while intra assay variation was
6.2%.
Corpus Luteum (CL) Monitoring
The CLs of all animals were monitored using an ultrasound machine equipped
with a transrectal 7.5 MHz linear-array transducer (Aloka 500V). For each CL
examination, CL diameters were recorded. For CL measurement, two images were
collected with each image having two diameter measurements taken at right angles to one
another. The final diameter was the average of all four measurements. In addition, the
CLs were mapped according to their location on the ovaries for consistent CL
measurement recording.
Statistics
Peak P4, pattern of P4 production and CL regression trends were analyzed using
ANOVA. Pregnancy rate differences were assessed using Chi Square analysis. Any
covariate analyses for predictive modeling were completed using Least Squared Means in
a linear regression model. These prediction models included all variables initially with
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final models only including variables having a P value of < 0.2 and with results being
disseminated if the R2 value that was at or above 0.5.
Results:
Experiment 1
Phase 1 - Heifers:
There was no difference in correlation coefficients between luteal tissue and
circulating P4 values regardless of treatment (P>0.05, r=<0.4). The addition of a frozen
TV on d 7 of the estrous cycle did not result in cycle extension in heifers (P>0.05) (Table
2.1). When analyzing associated variables of the cycle to include luteal tissue regression
and progesterone decline, there was no difference in rate of regression or the slope of P4
decline (P>0.05). There was no difference in the P4 profile across time or the maximum
value of P4 during the cycle (P>0.05). There was a numerical trend for heifers that
received a frozen TV to reach maximum P4 (ng/mL) production sooner than Sham
heifers, day to peak was 13.5±0.7 and 15.0±0.9 (±SEM) for Frozen and Sham,
respectively (P>0.05); however this did not alter the slope of P4 decline (P=0.10), given
the numerically longer cycle of the Sham group (P>0.05). The rate of luteal regression
and of P4 decline were not influenced by animal age nor P4 values at d 7 (P>0.05).
There was a trend for the rate of P4 decline to slow with the rate of luteal regression but
this was not impacted by the administration of a TV (P=0.07; P>0.05).
Phase 1 - Cows:
Similar results were found in cows. There was no increase in cycle length
through supplementation of a frozen TV (P>0.05). Additionally, there was no difference
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in the amount of luteal tissue at time of ovulation between the two groups (P>0.05). The
peak amount of P4 (ng/mL) tended to be higher in the cows receiving Shams at 14.5±2.2
compared with Frozen at 9.4±0.9 (P=0.07); however they also tended to have higher P4
prior to treatment initiation on d 7, concentrations of 6.99±1.8 ng/mL and 3.09±0.8
ng/mL for Shams and Frozen, respectively (P=0.10) (Table 2.1). Numerically, the
Frozen group tended to reach peak P4 24 h earlier than Shams (P>0.05) There was a
tendency to have a slower rate of P4 decline from peak to ovulation in the Frozen but
this is most likely due to an initially lower P4 value at peak (P=0.11). When milk
production and days open were used as covariates in the model, cycle length had a
tendency to increase with increased P4 values at d 7 post estrus while cycle length tended
to decrease with a higher peak P4 value (P=0.11; R2=0.77).
Phase 1 – Heifers and Cows Together:
When analyzed together, cows had a significantly longer estrous cycle when
compared with heifers, 24.4±0.8 d and 20.6±0.3 d, respectively (P<0.05) (Table 2.1).This
increase in cycle length is not a factor of increased length to peak P4 (P>0.05) but is due
to the longer period of time from time of peak P4 until subsequent ovulation which took
cows on average 9.6±1.2 d while the time frame for heifers was only 6.3±0.3 d (P<0.05).
The major determinants for rate of P4 decline and luteolysis was based on nulliparous
versus multiparous and peak P4. Multiparous cows, animals with a lower peak P4, as
well as animals that reach peak P4 sooner, slowed the rate of P4 decline (P<0.05;
R2=0.83). Luteal tissue regression did not follow this same pattern (P>0.05).
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Table 2.1. Differences in cycle length, day to peak P4, peak P4 (ng/mL), and slope of P4
decline (±SEM) in Sham and Frozen groups for both cows and heifers.
Sham
Frozen
Cows
Heifers
Cows
Heifers
a
b
ab
Cycle Length
25.0±0.9 21.0 ± 0.6
23.8±1.8
20.2±0.3b
Day to Peak
15.0±0.7a 15.0±0.9a
14.5±0.5a 13.5±0.7a
Peak P4
14.5±2.2a 8.4±1.2b
9.4±0.9ab 7.7±0.4b
Slope of P4 Decline
‐1.9±0.3a ‐1.5±0.3a
‐1.0±0.1a ‐1.3±0.2a
a,b
Numbers within a row with different superscripts are different (P<0.05)
Phase 2:
There was no difference in any measured parameters between Holsteins and
Jerseys (P>0.05). For the following comparisons, these animals were measured against
the Frozen and Sham groups in phase 1. No differences existed in luteal lifespan as
measured through P4 and return to estrus in animals receiving d 7 frozen TVs compared
to those receiving d 14 fresh (P>0.05). Additionally, there was no difference in luteal
tissue regression patterns (P>0.05). There was a sharper P4 slope (ng/mL) associated
with the Fresh transfers, -2.79±0.5 versus -1.32±0.2 in Frozen (P<0.05) from d 14 until
return to estrus; however there was a higher peak P4 (P<0.05) in the Fresh group
16.44±1.8 ng/mL compared with 9.39±0.9 ng/mL in the Frozen group which would
mimic results seen in phase 1 and explain P4 decline differences (Figure 2.3). Both
groups peaked at the same time at approximately 14.5 days (14.5±0.5 and 14.8±0.8 for
Frozen and Fresh, respectively). In a predictive model for peak P4, it is positively
correlated with increased days to peak P4 and with the use of a Fresh TV (P<0.05;
R2=0.88).
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Figure 2.3. Plot of decline in P4 (±SEM) from D 14 of the estrous cycle until subsequent
ovulation.

An (*) denotes a significant difference (P<0.05) between the Fresh and Frozen groups.
Experiment 2
There was no difference in pregnancy rates to ET of 40% and 20% in the FE and
FZ groups, respectively (P>0.05). Subsequent analysis was completed with the removal
of animals diagnosed pregnant to ET. Pattern of P4 production along with CL regression
differed between FE, FZ and C groups. With cycle lengths of 25+ d in all groups, the
rate of change in P4 from day of TV transfer or Sham (d 14) until d 21 was analyzed.
The peak P4 value (14.53±2.2 ng/mL) was significantly higher (P<0.05) in C animals
compared with FE and FZ (6.69±1.7 and 6.17±1.0 ng/mL, respectively), which were not
different from one another (P>0.05) (Figure 2.4). The milk production of the C group
was significantly lower (P<0.05) than that of FE or FZ, with milk production tending to
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be a contributing factor to decreased peak P4 associated with the FE and FZ groups
(P=0.07). The slope of P4 concentration change from d 14 to 21 in the C group (-1.59)
was different from that of the FZ (-0.75) and FE (0.10) groups (P<0.01); while the FE
group saw the only increase in P4 and also differed from FZ (P<0.05) with no influence
from cycle length (R2=0.75) (Figure 2.5). The blocked region Figure 2.5 represents the
time of P4 decline in both the C and FZ group which differs from the FE group that
experienced an increase in P4 values during this window (P<0.05). The value of P4 in
the C animals remained higher from d 14-17 (P<0.05), at which point the P4 values did
not differ. The P4 in the FE animals was markedly higher than C or FZ beginning at d 21
(P<0.05).
The cycle length of the FE animals averaged 36.7 d which was longer (P<0.05)
than C and FZ which were similar (P>0.05) in an average 25.2 d return to estrus
(R2=0.79). With the increased cycle length, there was an increase in time to peak P4 of
FE animals at 26.0±0.3 d compared with 15.8±0.8 d and 15.0±0.7 d for FZ and C
animals, respectively. Following a similar pattern to P4, the rate of CL regression was
slowed in the FE compared with the FZ group with slopes of -0.38 and -2.00,
respectively, from peak until return to estrus (P<0.01) (Figure 2.6). However, it is
interesting to note that the increased P4 seen in Figure 2.5 with C animals does not
translate to a larger CL.
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Figure 2.4. Mean values (±SEM) for milk production (lbs/d), day to peak P4, peak P4
(ng/mL) and cycle length ± SEM

a,b

Bars with different letters are different (P<0.05)
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Figure 2.5. Mean P4 values during the estrous cycle from time of TV transfer in FE and
FZ groups.

Figure 2.6. CL regression patterns of C, FE, and FZ groups with larger CL diameter in
the FE group beginning at 22 d post estrus (P<0.05).
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Experiment 3
There was a higher pregnancy rate at estrus following the Sham transfer with
lower rates found in TS animals (P=0.10). There was no extension of the estrous cycle
associated with transfer of a TS at d 7 post estrus (P>0.05). There was a tendency for the
TS treated animals to reach peak P4 production at a faster rate (13.4±2.3 d) when
compared to the Sham heifers (15.0±1.4 d) (P=0.07). Associated with this faster rise in
P4 is an associated longer time from peak P4 to ovulation due to both groups having
similar cycle lengths (P<0.05). This longer time from peak to return to estrus resulted in
a slower rate of decline in P4 (ng/mL) associated with TS heifers compared to Sham,
-1.0±0.1 and -1.5±0.2, respectively (P=0.07). There was no difference in the rate of
luteal regression or CL diameter at peak P4 or ovulation (P>0.05). No statistically
accurate predictor of pregnancy was found in the current research; however, there are
changes in P4 dynamics that confirm previous results.
Table 2.2. Summation of response variables (± SEM) for Experiment 3.

Cycle Length
Day to Peak
Peak P4
P4 Decline
Pregnancy Rate

Sham

TS

P-Value

21.0±1.7
15.0±1.4
8.4±1.9
‐1.5±0.2
83.30%

20.8±1.7
13.4±2.3
8.0±2.6
‐1.0±0.1
38.60%

0.85
0.07
0.75
0.07
0.10
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Discussion:
The current work showed no effect on luteal regression patterns associated with
TV transfer at d 7 or 14 post estrus. Heyman and coworkers (1994a) found cycle
extension with TV transfer at d 12 post estrus which conflicts with our current d 14
transfers. However, the lack of d 7 transfers to stimulate estrous cycle extension was
confirmed in a large cow study conducted by Ryan and coworkers (1994). Contradictory
to numerous other reports, there was no impact of a TV on cycle extension or pregnancy
rates with ET in the current trial (Heyman et al 1984a; Heyman et al., 1987a; Hashiyada
et al., 2005). Despite novel methods by which to achieve elongation of embryos in
culture, the current work focused on the in vivo model for TV production assuming a
higher efficiency for TV production (Vajta et al., 2004). In addition, there is evidence to
suggest that trophoblastic area is greater in in vivo produced, elongated embryos when
compared to in vitro which directly correlates with potential IFNτ production (Stojkovic
et al., 1999). Heyman mentions in a 1987(a) publication that his unpublished
observations indicate a negligible extension of CL lifespan by TVs generated from older
d 17-18 embryos when compared to d 14. Additionally, the timing for recognition is
correct as Dala Porta and Humblot report CL extension by 4-8 days when they removed
the developing conceptus at 16 days of pregnancy (1983). Based on work by Heyman
and coworkers (1987a), age of TV at generation is not believed to be influencing the
current results as our D14 TV should have no more or less effective than theirs.
The direction of the study moved toward utilization of a TV in concert with ET
situations in an effort to improve pregnancy rates. The diameter of TVs selected for the
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study was based in part from the early work of Heyman and coworkers (1984a) utilizing
TVs of 0.4-2mm in length and achieving cycle extension up to 35 d. Mann et al. (1999)
state that increasing embryonic size is linearly correlated with increasing embryonic
tissue which would suggest an increase in TV diameter, increased trophoblastic cell
number, and greater IFNτ production. Hashiyada and coworkers (2005) found higher
pregnancy rates when embryos were co-transferred with a fresh TV, ranging in size from
3.075 – 4.55 mm. One confounding problem in the current study might have been the
possible lack of survivability in TVs that underwent cryopreservation. Stojkovic and
coworkers found a direct correlation between TV diameter at freezing and survivability
post thaw with larger TV sections having higher survival rates with a threshold value
around 0.5 mm (1995). There is evidence to suggest that cryopreservation of older,
hatched embryos with differentiated cell types undergo more damage during
cryopreservation than those embryos still encased within the zona pellucida (Mohr and
Trouson, 1981). Mohr and Trouson (1981) noted a decreased survivability of embryonic
cells after cryopreservation if they had undergone the hatching process. However, the
present study did not confirm any differences of fresh versus frozen/thawed trophoblastic
material on the ability to extend the estrous cycle. Though the TVs in the current study
were greater than 0.5mm when frozen, we believe that there is the potential to maximize
IFNτ value with use of larger sections in future work.
The largest TV diameter utilized (2-3 mm) in the current study represents
trophoblastic cell numbers comparable to an elongated embryo ranging from 3.5-4.5 mm
(Brandão et al., 2004; Vajta et al., 2004). The movement to a day 14 transfer was
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determined at the conclusion of experiment one with the concept that trophoblastic
material may have degenerated prior to the time period critical for prevention of
luteolysis approximately 8-10 d post transfer at d 7 (Arosh et al., 2004). The shorter days
to peak P4 in the TS groups of 3 lead to conclusions that the TVs were active but with
activity occurring too early and not sustained until maternal recognition. It is
traditionally accepted that there is a 6-7 d timeframe for IFNτ expression (d 15-21 post
insemination) (Godkin et al., 1982). There was an obvious extension of the estrous cycle
in FE animals which would follow the naturally occurring cycle for trophoblastic growth
and development and subsequent IFNτ production. Subsequent assumed embryonic loss
in some of these animals further validates the luteoprotective mechanism of trophoblastic
material. This contradicts the work of Hashiyada and coworkers (2005) who found
higher rates of pregnancy associated with co-transfer but when pregnancy was not
achieved, found no difference in estrous cycle length when compared to a control group.
Presumably the fresh embryo transfer would have prolonged the estrous cycle in the case
of early embryonic death potentially occurring later than in the frozen embryos being
more compromised at transfer (Ambrose et al., 1999). Pregnancy rates at D 60 post AI in
a study by Heyman and coworkers (1987a) found higher pregnancy rates associated with
blastocysts that were co-transfered with TVs when compared with a control ET transfer
group; however, the difference was not significant at the d 90 pregnancy diagnosis. Their
results indicated a loss in the co-transfer group beginning by day 60 of pregnancy which
was significantly later than in the controls.
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It is well established that any asynchrony of the conceptus with the uterine
environment can impact the developing conceptus. This asynchrony would hinder proper
attachment which is imperative for the adhesion cascade to occur during implantation
(Spencer, 2004). It is possible that the diameter of TV along with two transfers occurring
7 d apart, one ipsilateral to the CL (embryo) while the other was contralateral (TV), could
have impacted the synchrony of the uterine environment, leading to potentially higher
rates of early embryonic mortality. This could result from a lack of any prior exposure to
the trophoblast protein in that horn with migration not yet occurring or older embryos and
potentially their extraembryonic cell types may be more sensitive to asynchronous
environments (Reviewed by Pope et al., 1988). Although Heyman and coworkers
(1987a) mention the asynchrony associated with a d 14 TV transfer with a d 7 embryo,
they conclude it is not a negative association.
In experiment three, the d 7 transfer was again utilized as a result of a noticeably
high number of animals pregnant to their next insemination that received TVs in
experiment one. The thought of uterine priming is not extensively discussed in cattle.
Some discussions regarding necessary P4 priming to respond to endogenous signals for
ovulation have been elucidated; however, this is generally limited to the early postpartum
cow (Lamming et al., 1995). In all three experiments, there is evidence of a faster rate of
reaching peak P4 which leads to a longer period of high P4 exposure when compared to
Sham animals. The earlier time to peak but the similarity in estrous cycle length led to a
lower rate of luteal regression and P4 decline which may assist in the P4 priming
mechanism. This may lead to some indications of TV supplementation and P4 exposure
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during the luteal phase prior to breeding on pregnancy success. It is interesting to note
that Mann et al. (2001) through multiple projects have developed a close relationship
between circulating maternal progesterone and embryonic development and subsequent
Interferon tau production. In one of those studies (2001), Mann found that cows with
poorly developed embryos around d 16 of gestation also were found to have a delayed
increase in progesterone concentrations post insemination as well as a lower luteal phase
plateau. This could indicate some evidence of IFNτ signaling in the current study as a
result of increased trophoblast material and with an earlier peak in P4. This longer period
of P4 exposure might also serve more importance to animals that are fewer DIM.
Pregnancy rates increase in animals after each luteal phase post partum and sustained
levels of progesterone lead to progesterone receptor down-regulation and transformation
of uterine endometrial glands for implantation (Thatcher et al., 1973; Spencer et al.,
2004). Progesterone priming mechanisms in heifers might prove interesting to overcome
the short cycling. Short cycling in heifers can result in early embryonic loss, as a result
of poor responsiveness of the uterus to progesterone (a result of inadequate prior
exposure) and early PGF pulsatility causing luteolysis (Crowe et al., 1996).
The selection of TVs for utilization was based on quality by assumed cell
adhesion properties and absence of degeneration as indicated by black spotting and dark
coloration of the TV post culture (Vajta et al., 2004). Evaluation of the embryo quality
prior to selection for use as a TV source might prove an imperative component of TV
utilization. Brandão and coworkers (2004) indicated a significant influence of blastocyst
quality grade with subsequent potential for elongation in vitro. Quality assessment in the
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current work for frozen TVs included a culture step to remove those sections that would
not properly roll up to form spheres prior to cryopreservation. In the current studies,
given pre-freeze quality examination, post-thaw quality assessments were not made as
previously described by Rorie et al. (1987). Post thaw assessments may prove important
for selecting viable TVs for transfer. Pool and coworkers (1988) in a co-culture
experiment noted a high rate of TV quality following initial dissection; however they
indicated a poor ability for TVs to re-expand following insertion of an embryo within the
TV for culture, noting that excessive manipulation may have deleterious effects to
trophoblastic cells. Possible failure of the TVs to re-expand sufficiently led to inadequate
signaling. Work by Echternkamp (1988) indicated alterations in fetal and placental
weight with multiple fetuses in utero. Individual fetal weight was positively correlated
with multiple embryos while placental weight was negatively correlated (Echternkamp,
1988). Though previous results indicate positive influences of multiple embryos in coculture on IFNτ there is no data indicating possible regulation events that would occur
with multiple TV transfer (Larson and Kubisch, 1999). This concern needs to be
addressed in future experiments perhaps by collecting a subset of TVs at various times
relative to transfer to assess quality and expansion characteristics.
In the final experiment, fresh, directly transferred trophoblastic sections were
utilized to ascertain the components of the prior experiments (overnight culture and
cryopreservation) that may have had negative effects on the ability of a TV to obtain
cycle extension. There was a mirroring of a faster rate to peak P4 and slower rate of
decline but, neither estrous cycle extension nor priming mechanisms were validated. The
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literature as well as the current work contains the many contradictory results of utilizing
TVs. Investigation into the exact timing of transfer as well as maximizing TV viability
and IFNτ production will more adequately define their usefulness in co-transfers and for
priming mechanisms. Future work with flush back studies of uterine contents and TVs at
variable stages post transfer may prove useful to understanding TV growth, rates of
degeneration as well as lifespan in vivo. In addition, more precise times of estrus onset
prior to TV transfer, via a HeatWatch® system (Manalapan, NJ), would allow for tighter
synchrony of transfers and endocrine profiles for subsequent analysis. Addition of
estrogen to the endocrine profile would allow more information regarding cyclicity and
more frequent sampling of all endocrine parameters would provide better insight into
cycle dynamics.
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CHAPTER FOUR
ASSESSING THE RELATIONSHIP OF PROSTAGLANDIN E2 IN UTERINE FLUSH
FLUID, PERIPHERAL BLOOD PROSTAGLANDIN E2, AND PROGESTERONE
WITH PREGNANCY OUTCOME IN DAIRY CATTLE
Abstract:
Uterine inflammation can negatively impact animal welfare, milk production and
rebreeding capacity in dairy cattle. The objective of the current work was to investigate
the relationship between prostaglandin E2 (PGE) found in uterine flush fluid and systemic
circulation on reproductive success in postpartum cows. Animals (n=32) were enrolled in
a presynch program beginning at 35±3 d; receiving PGF2α on d 35 and 49 postparturition. Cows then received the Ovsynch® protocol (100µg GnRH d 60, 25mg PGF2α
d 67, 100µg GnRH d 69 with TAI 16-18 h later on d 70). Uterine flush samples of both
horns were collected from animals prior to the PGF2α injection of the Ovsynch® protocol.
All animals received 100µg of GnRH on d 28 post TAI for the resynchronization
program. Any animals open to the first TAI as determined by transrectal ultrasonography
on d 35 had a second flush sample collected from the uterine body while receiving 25mg
PGF2α with an injection 100 µg GnRH following on day 37 and TAI 16-18 hours later on
d 38. Cows were then monitored for and bred off standing estrus with any animals not
seen in estrus having pregnancy confirmed. If open to a third breeding, a third and final
flush sample was collected. Blood samples were collected at d 35, 49, 60 and 67 postparturition for PGE and P4 analysis with samples collected at d 14 ,18, 22, 25, 28, 32 and
35 post TAI for P4 analysis. Additional blood samples were collected prior to each flush
for testing by BioPRYN® and for PGE. Blood and uterine PGE values shared no
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relationship with P4 concentrations. Significantly higher P4 values were found on d 14
post TAI in animals that were pregnant (P<0.05). Though numerically there was evidence
that reduced uterine PGE increased the likelihood of pregnancy, neither the PGE values
in uterine flush fluid nor blood were significant predictors of pregnancy success at the 1st,
2nd or 3rd breeding or the likelihood of securing pregnancy after three inseminations
(P>0.05). There was a high correlation between uterine PGE values and BioPRYN®
optical density readings (P<0.05). There was a strong correlation to bacterial IgG
stimulation and services per pregnancy (P<0.05). Correlation relationships with
BioPRYN® and blood PGE would yield a simple method for detection and management
of uterine inflammation.
Introduction:
Infections of the uterus can have negative implications for animal welfare, milk
production and rebreeding capacity. Uterine health is essential for proper ovarian
activities as well as creation of a uterine environment conducive for pregnancy success.
Unfortunately, dairy herds suffer from the deleterious effects of uterine infections caused
most often by difficult calving, decreased immunological responsiveness and poor
hygiene in the pre-fresh and fresh cow herds. Broad classifications of infections include
opportunistic bacterial organisms from tissue damage and associated recognized or
potential uterine pathogens (Bondurant, 1999; Williams et al., 2007). Proper
terminology regarding inflammation varies amongst investigators. However, most agreed
that inflammation within the uterus is metritis for clinical infections occurring in the first
week post-partum while persistent infections beyond this time frame are termed
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endometritis. Endometritis is considered chronic in nature, with both clinical and
subclinical manifestations due to the inability to clear bacteria from the uterus (Sheldon
et al., 1999). Aside from potential genetic control of endometritis, the ability for an
infection to persist is also a function of their natural and acquired immunity (Williams et
al., 2007). Typically, the secretion of chemokines and cytokines increase the levels of
polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PML), in a process termed leukocytosis, which clears
any bacterial contaminants post calving. Higher PML levels at calving lead to less cases
of endometritis into lactation (Galvão et al., 2011). Regardless of the causative agent,
prolonged uterine inflammation leads to decreased reproductive performance: increased
days to first service, decreased pregnancy success, increased days open and culling
(LeBlanc et al., 2002).
The Toll-like receptors located within the uterine endometrium are the initiators
of the inflammatory response. They act by recognizing and responding to the pathogen
and inducing transcription of genes related to inflammation (Herath et al., 2009). In
response to endometritis, TNFα and IL-1β, pro-inflammatory cytokines, had reduced
gene expression at week one postpartum in cows compared to healthy, control cows.
However, there was a numerical increase in expression associated with endometritis
animals as lactation continued while a decrease was noted in the controls (Galvão et al.,
2011). PML response patterns and endometritis incidence indicate that the immune
response is reduced around the time of calving in animals that subsequently suffer from
endometritis. Healthy animals tend to have an immediate, up-regulation of the proinflammatory response around calving and subsequent reduced levels with proper
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clearing of bacterial organisms. This reduced response in cows that later suffer from
endometritis has been linked to reduced feed intake at calving; however additional
mechanisms are under investigation (Rontved et al., 2005).
Decreased reproduction in animals suffering from clinical or subclinical forms of
endometritis is often the result of delayed luteolysis producing an extended luteal phase.
Luteal phase moderation is the result of oxytocin production derived from both the
posterior pituitary and CL which binds to endometrial oxytocin receptors to initiate
pulsatile secretion of prostaglandin F2α (PGF) (Goff et al., 2004). Bacterial microbes are
composed of lipopolysaccharides which are the triggering factor for endometrial reaction
to infection. In addition to stimulating an inflammatory response, these
lipopolysaccharides distort steroidogenesis in granulosa cells leading to slower growth of
the first postpartum antral follicle with lower values of estrogen pre-ovulation (Williams
et al., 2007). Consequently, there is a decrease in luteal size and progesterone levels
post-ovulation, which impedes the uterine endometrium from properly preparing for a
developing embryo (Sheldon et al., 2009). Progesterone is considered by most research
groups to be the switching mechanism for endometritis. This theory had its roots as
many as 50 years ago with increased diagnosable endometritis after the first estous cycle,
approximately 3 weeks postpartum, when progesterone levels had risen associated with
the first luteal phase (Rowson et al., 1953; Seals et al., 2002). Increased circulation
associated with the inflammatory response, resulting mainly from PGE and vasodilation,
allow bacterial endotoxins to enter the bloodstream and disrupt endocrine function
(Mateus et al., 2003). Concurrently, release of endotoxins from bacterial contaminants
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inhibit the ability of the pituitary to respond to gonadotropin releasing hormone, thereby
reducing follicle stimulating hormone and luteinizing hormone secretion and ultimately
impeding ovulation (Williams et al., 2001). In the early postpartum cow, increased
uterine pathogen growth resulted in a slower rate and final diameter of the first dominant
follicle as well as subsequent progesterone production. However, there was no difference
in the time to first ovulation (Williams et al., 2007).
Progesterone serves an important function not only in its typical endocrine role
for the estrous cycle but in uterine health and transformation for pregnancy success.
Progesterone acts to quiet the uterus while inducing uterine gland differentiation for
various secretions and acting in an immunoprotective manner (Spencer and Bazer, 2002).
Disruption of uterine glands during development and differentiation to sustain pregnancy
can alter its ability to support and nurture a developing embryo. Disruption of the uterine
potential to sustain and promote embryonic growth can be compromised by endocrine
interference or opportunistic infections (Gray et al., 2001a). When early embryonic loss
is investigated, these are often the two primary reasons that pregnancy is not achieved. In
filamentous embryos there is a lack of communication from the conceptus for recognition
by the uterine endometrium, making them incapable of blocking the luteolytic cascade.
The loss of small, spherical embryos is often the result of a developmentally retarded
embryo or a uterine environment not conducive to hosting a pregnancy (Gustafsson and
Larsson, 1985). A uterine knockout gene (UGKO) experiment conducted by Gray et al.
(2001b), found that ewes in the UGKO group were incapable of forming pregnancies
with live cover or embryo transfer. Uterine flush fluid substantiated the findings with
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UGKO animals having little to no growth from the spherical phase into filamentous
which is necessary for recognition and attachment. Embryonic growth increases linearly
with the amount of glandular development in the uterus of each sheep at d 14 post
breeding. Repeat breeder cattle, classified as animals that have returned to estrus after 3-4
breedings, were investigated in a trial by Gustaffson and Larsson (1985). In a crossover
design, the investigators transferred d 7 embryos of normal cattle into repeat breeders and
transferred d 7 embryos of repeat breeders into normal cattle and evaluated differences in
pregnancy rates. Typical pregnancy rates were not achieved in repeat breeder cattle
receiving embryos from normal cows; however, standard pregnancy rates were achieved
in normal cattle that received embryos from repeat breeder cows. This information
suggests that the uterine environment is the leading detrimental element for the
establishment of pregnancy in repeat breeder cattle. There is little evidence to support
that a glandular endometrium is necessary for embryonic growth and development before
days 9-11 in the ewe. Morula, blastocyst, differentiation, and hatching stages all occur
naturally in animals with compromised uterine glands (Gray et al., 2001b). Instead,
development of an elongated embryo is compromised. Studies aiming to grow rapidly
expanding bovine embryos in vitro had difficulty in achieving elongation with the lacking
component of uterine endometrium and its secretory glands (Gray, 2001b).
The prostaglandins PGF and prostaglandin E2 (PGE) are uterine hormones that
have roles in both estrous cycle moderation and uterine inflammation. They also play the
leading roles in the uterine endometrium during the estrous cycle and pregnancy (Senger,
2003; Ulbrich et al., 2009). In addition to their roles as determinants for luteolysis,
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estrous cycle length and subsequent fertility, they are essential in the developmental
capacity of the embryo and ultimately implantation. Although their roles are different, a
common thread between the uterine prostaglandins is their regulation via the COX-2
pathway (Arosh et al., 2002). With this common supply mechanism, PGF and PGE are
considered inversely related. The increase in one causes the sacrificial decrease in the
other (Charpigny et al., 1999). Both PGF and PGE share the common precursor
prostaglandin endoperoxide (PGH2) which is the conversion product of arachidonic acid
via COX-2 (Okuda et al., 2004). Following this conversion, PGF synthase (PGFS) and
PGE synthase (PGES) produce PGF and PGE, respectively. Often the increase in the
luteal phase of cows suffering from endometritis is caused by a shift in production to
favor PGE, an inflammation response mechanism, and away from PGF which would
typically regulate the luteal phase with lysing of the corpus luteum (Sheldon et al., 2009).
In endometrial explants, increasing oxytocin levels did not influence prostaglandin
production to PGF when in the presence of high levels of lipopolysaccharides (LPS).
This would be attributed to endometritis in vivo and the inflammatory reaction for
preferential production of PGE (Herath et al., 2009). To demonstrate the power of the
inflammatory response mechanism, Herath and coworkers (2009) exposed endometrial
tissue explants to oxytocin and lipopolysaccharides finding the PGE to PGF ratio to be
0.45 in response to oxytocin and 2.75 following treatments with the lipopolysaccharides.
Production of each prostaglandin is generally designated to a particular region of the
endometrium, with PGF being the primary product of epithelial cells and PGE sourcing
mainly from stromal cells (Skarzynski et al., 2000; Parent et al., 2002). In response to
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infection, PGE production is up-regulated in both cell types and becomes the primary
prostaglandin produced in the epithelial cells (Herath et al., 2009).
Tumor necrosis factor-α (TNFα) is well documented to elicit PGF secretion in the
bovine stromal cells of the endometrium through the actions of phospholipase A2 and
subsequent arachidonic acid conversion. It may further stimulate production through the
stimulation of nitric oxide synthase (NOS) (Skarzynski, 2000). Heifers exposed to low
doses of TNFα (0.1 and 1.0 µg) and resulting in PGF stimulation had decreased
circulating progesterone throughout the course of the estrous cycle and a faster return to
estrus (Skarzynski, 2003). Higher doses (10, 25 and 50 µg), indicative of the
inflammatory response, resulted in increased circulating progesterone as well as PGE
production, which ultimately resulted in lengthening of the estrous cycle (Skarzynski,
2003). The responsiveness of TNFα is greatly increased around parturition compared
with mid-lactation. This indicates an increased sensitivity to LPS and inflammatory
response ability as marked through PGE values in the uterus (Rontved et al., 2005).
There is some work indicating an increase in PGF during uterine endometritis but the
metabolites are similar in utero between cows with mild and severe endometritis. There
might be increased absorption of PGF into the bloodstream, associated with increased
circulation to the affected area (Mateus et al., 2003). One anomaly is the implication that
Escherichia coli (E. coli) potentially modifies PG release in favor of PGF, resulting in
early luteolysis (Mateus et al., 2003).
The most common diagnosis of endometritis in the field is by rectal palpation of
an enlarged uterus and often the vaginal discharge that accompanies such a procedure.
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Being able to accurately identify cases of subclinical endometritis, most of which go
untreated, would allow for increased opportunity for rectification of compromised uterine
health and allow for optimum productivity and reproductive capacity. Much work has
focused on discharge odor and character to classify clinical cases of endometritis.
Subclinical cases have been detected through neutrophil levels in uterine flush, utilization
of a cytobrush for cell collection or by uterine fluid measurements via ultrasonography
(LeBlanc et al., 2002; Williams et al., 2007; Galvão et al., 2011). The definition for
endometritis has no definitive parameters (Gilbert et al., 2005). In the present work, we
characterized endometritis through PGE values and evaluated that measurement on
reproductive performance in lactating dairy cows.
Materials and Methods:
Experimental Design
Postpartum, primiparous and multiparous purebred Holstein and Jersey cattle
(n=32) were selected from the Clemson University Teaching and Research facility being
35±3 d post partum. Animals were enrolled in a Presynch-Ovsynch timed artificial
insemination (TAI) program receiving 25 mg PGF (Lutalyse; Pfizer Animal Health, New
York, NY) on d 35 and again on d 49 post calving (Presynch) with 100µg GnRH
(Cystorelin; Merial, Duluth, GA) at d 60, 25 mg PGF d 67, 100µg GnRH d 69 and
received TAI 16-18 h later on d 70 (Ovsynch). Subsequently, animals received 100µg
GnRH on d 28 post TAI and were pregnancy checked on d 35. Any animals diagnosed
pregnant at d 35 were removed from subsequent work. All open animals received 25mg
PGF on d 35 post TAI in a resynchronization program with GnRH on d 37 and second
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TAI occurring 16-18 h later on d 38. Animals were then checked daily for standing
estrus and any animal found in standing estrus was bred 12 h later. All animals not found
in standing estrus prior to 35 d post TAI in the resynchronization program were had
pregnancy confirmed to remove them from future work. Following a third breeding to
estrous detection, remaining animals were pregnancy checked 35 d from the heat based
breeding. During the course of this program, blood, uterine flush and ovarian
ultrasonography data was collected. All animal handling and collection procedures were
approved by Clemson University’s Animal Care and Use Committee.
Uterine Flush Sampling Procedure
Uterine flushes were collected at three different time-points in the experimental
design, according to an animal’s pregnancy status. All animals were collected at d 67,
prior to PGF administration with each horn isolated and collected. If an animal was open
to the Ovsynch TAI, they were then flushed prior to the d 35 PGF in the
resynchronization program. If an animal was found open to both the TAI in
resynchronization as well as breeding after detected heat, they were flushed a final time
35 days following breeding to natural estrus.
The first flush sample was collected at d 67 post-parturition, where each horn was
flushed individually with samples identified as left or right and kept isolated. In any
subsequent flushes, the uterine body and horns were collected together. All animals were
flushed utilizing 100 mL (per horn in the first flush and whole body in latter flushes) of
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) with 0.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) that was filter
sterilized (0.2µm filter). In all flushes, there was a 90% or greater recovery rate of flush
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fluid and uterine contents. Following recovery, samples were stored in 50 mL conical
tubes on ice until further processing (two tubes per horn or two tubes per cow).
Samples were centrifuged at 1500 x g for 10 minutes to pellet the sample. The
supernatant was partially removed, without disturbing the pellet and stored in 1 mL and
10 mL aliquots at -80°C for future analysis. The pellet was then re-suspended and the
conical tubes combined. The singular tube was then centrifuged at 1500 x g for 10
minutes to re-pellet the sample. The supernatant was poured off and the remaining pellet
was re-suspended in 2 mL of PBS. Four aliquots were made and stored at -80 until future
bacterial analysis.
Blood Sample Collection and Processing
Blood samples were collected for progesterone (P4) as well as PGE analysis. For
P4 analysis, blood was collected via coccygeal venipuncture into 10 mL, no additive,
vacutainer tubes on days 35, 49, 60, 67 and 70 during the Presynch/Ovsynch program.
Additional P4 samples were collected on days 14, 18 21, 25, 28, 32 and 35 after each
breeding. For future P4 analysis, blood was allowed to coagulate at room temperature,
stored at 4°C for 24 hours and centrifuged at 1500 x g for 15 minutes. Following
centrifugation, serum was collected and stored at -20°C. Samples were analyzed for P4
concentrations by RIA (Siemens, Coat-A-Count). Intra-assay and Inter-assay coefficients
of variation were 5.9% and 7.7%, respectively.
Blood samples for PGE analysis were collected in 7mL EDTA vacutainer tubes
on days 35, 49 and 67 of the Presynch/Ovsynch program in all animals. If diagnosed
open at 35 d post TAI of the Presynch/Ovsynch program, animals were re-sampled. A
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final sample was collected if animals were found open to their third breeding from heat
detection and AI at 35 d post breed date. After collection into the vacutainer tubes, each
tube was spiked with meclofenamic acid sodium salt at a rate of 1µM Meclofenamic acid
per 1 mL of whole blood. Samples were gently mixed and stored on ice to cool prior to
refrigeration. All samples were refrigerated at 4°C for 24 h and then centrifuged at 1500
x g for 10 minutes. Following centrifugation, plasma was collected and stored at -80°C
until analysis.
All samples for BioPRYN® analysis were collected at each d 35 flush post
breeding for comparison with ultrasound pregnancy diagnosis. All collections were made
into 10 mL vacutainer tubes with no additive. Blood samples were shipped within 24 h
of collection and were stored at 4°C until shipment. All samples were shipped to an
approved lab for assay and optical density (OD) readings (Table 3.1).

Table 3.1. BioPRYN® classifications.
Classification
Open
Open Repeat
Pregnant Repeat
Pregnant
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OD Reading
<0.112
0.112‐0.125
0.125‐0.144
>0.144

Ovarian Scans and Pregnancy Diagnosis
Diameters of both corpus lutea (CL) and follicles >5mm were measured using a
7.5 MHz linear array probe (Aloka 500). For measurement accuracy, the long and short
diameters were measured twice with all four measurements averaged for a final diameter
recording. Ovarian scans were collected at 35 days in milk (DIM) at initiation of the
presynch program, 67 DIM at the PGF of the Ovsynch® program and at any pregnancy
check 35 days post breeding where the animal was diagnosed open. Pregnancy was
checked via transrectal ultrasonography with a 5 MHz linear array probe (Aloka 500).
Positive diagnosis of pregnancy was made with the detection of uterine fluid and
confirmation with observation of an embryonic heartbeat. Early embryonic loss was
assumed for any animals that had P4 values >2 ng/mL on days 21 and 25 post
insemination with an open diagnosis at the pregnancy check. All ovarian scans were
made using a 7.5 MHz linear array probe (Aloka 500).
PGE Analysis
Prior to PGE analysis, samples underwent a methanol extraction process to
separate PGE from other blood constituents. With this, 100µL of plasma were added to
900µL of methanol and vortexed. They were then centrifuged at 1200 x g for 5 minutes.
The methanol phase (800µL) was removed and placed in a microcentrifuge tube where
they were dried in a Centrivap (Labconco; Houston, TX) for approximately 4 h.
Following extraction of the plasma samples and thawing of flush samples, they were
analyzed according to the PGE2 Express EIA Kit (Cayman Chemical; Ann Arbor, MI).
Intra-assay variation was maintained below 20% variance in concentration (CV).
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Bacterial Preparation
Bacterial analysis could only be completed on the flush fluid samples as all serum
samples displayed titers at a 1:100 dilution. The final step of flush fluid processing was
to re-suspend the bacterial pellet in 2mL of PBS. From each sample collected, 100 µL
was placed on a blood agar plate and 100 µL on an Eosin Methylene Blue / Trypticase
Soy Agar (EMB/TSA) plate. These plates were then allowed to incubate for 48 h at 37°C
for colony growth. Colonies were specifically selected that exhibited beta hemolytic
growth on blood agar plates. Colonies were further identified as gram negative or positive
and sheen identified on EMB/TSA plates. Colony characteristics were described and
recorded. These colonies were collected using a sterile loop and placed in 10 mL of
sterile brain-heart infusion (BHI) broth at 37°C for culture and expansion. Broths were
observed at 24, 48 and 72 h with culture ending at the presence of dense growth. If
frozen, the samples were mixed with equal volumes of sterile BHI broth supplemented
with 30% glycerol and stored at -80°C. Post thawing, samples were re-streaked on blood
agar plates to isolate new, fresh bacterial growth. Again these cultures were allowed to
culture in sterile BHI broth until bacterial growth had maximized.
Cultures were centrifuged at 1200xg for 15 min at 4°C. Cells were then
suspended in PBS and pooled then split between two 50 mL conical tubes. Tubes were
again centrifuged with pellets being pooled in 10 mL of PBS and re-suspended through
vortexing. The final composite 50 mL conical tube was placed in a 60°C water bath for
60 min to kill all bacteria. Dead bacteria were washed in PBS and again centrifuged to
pellet. The bacterial was re-suspended in a smaller volume of PBS and sonicated (Heat
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Systems) for three cycles using a microprobe in an ice bath. Lysed bacteria were placed
in 1 mL aliquots, representing 109 bacteria. These were stored at -80°C until assay. A
total of 15 antigens were collected and defined based on their bacterial characteristics
(Table 3.2).

Table 3.2. Identification of bacterial characteristics of those colonies used in antigen
testing.
Gram
Antigen
Stain
Blood Agar
EMB
ID
Color
Gram Stain Shape
Plate
Plate
1
Positive
Cocci Clusters
β‐hemalytic Negative
2
Positive
Cocci Chains
β‐hemalytic Negative
3
Negative
Rods
β‐hemalytic Negative
4
Positive
Cocci
β‐hemalytic Negative
5
Negative
Rods
β‐hemalytic Negative
6
Negative
Short Rods
β‐hemalytic Positive
7
Negative
Rods
β‐hemalytic Negative
8
Positive
Cocci Clusters
β‐hemalytic Negative
9
Positive
Short Rods
β‐hemalytic Negative
10
Negative
Rods
β‐hemalytic Negative
Cocci
11
Negative
Clusters/Chains
β‐hemalytic Positive
12
Negative
Short Rods
β‐hemalytic Positive
13
Positive
Cocci Clusters
β‐hemalytic Negative
14
Positive
Cocci Chains
β‐hemalytic Negative
15
Positive
Cocci Chains
β‐hemalytic Negative
Quantification of IgG and IgA
Bacterial antigens were assayed for stimulation against IgG and IgA, where total
amounts were quantified. Total IgG was quantified in-house using rabbit anti-bovine IgG
affinity purified, rabbit anti-bovine IgG – peroxidase conjugate and a bovine IgG
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standard (Sigma Aldrich-I5506, St. Louis, MO). Total IgA was analyzed via a bovine
IgA quantification set by Bethyl Laboratories, Inc (E10-121, Montgomery, TX).
IgG and IgA levels were tested against each of the 15 specified antigens. Relative activity
was based on a 10 step two fold dilution series. Activity to specific antigens was tested.
For a sample to have significant relative activity to an antigen, a dilution value of 1:4 was
used as the standard.
Statistics
Differences in means were assessed using ANOVA with results including SEM.
Means were compared using Student’s T test. Variables found to be collinear were
separated into different models. Pairwise comparisons were used to assess relationships
in testing time-points on blood and uterine PGE. With high variance in uterine PGE
values, log transformations were used in an attempt to compress the values into a more
even distribution. Select data analysis converts numerical uterine PGE values to
categorical classifications. Animals were separated into classifications based on severity
of uterine inflammation as indicated by PGE values based on previous methods described
by Mann and coworkers (1985). Clinical cases were all animals with a PGE value >2000
pg/mL, subclinical cases were identified as those PGE values between 400-1999 pg/mL
and normal animals were those having PGE values <400 pg/mL. Prediction equations
were formed using logistical regression models with covariates being included in the
model with a P value below 0.2 and with the model considered valid if the coefficient of
determination was greater than 0.5.
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of experimental design with sampling schedule for uterine flush
fluid, ultrasound data, and blood for PGE analysis.
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Results:
Reproductive Parameters
There was no influence of breed, milk production nor somatic cell count (SCC) on
pregnancy rate to each breeding attempt (P>0.05). There was no difference in pregnancy
rates associated with each service number with pregnancy rates of 25.0% (8/32), 12.0%
(3/25), and 27.3% (6/22) for services one, two, and three, respectively (P>0.05). The
lowest pregnancy rate (0%; 0/3) was in those animals with clinical classification of the
PGE value. The number of services per pregnancy was not influenced by uterine or
blood PGE values (P>0.05). Values of PGE (pg/mL) in uterine flush fluid prior to AI did
not influence subsequent progesterone production at d 14, 18, or 21 post breeding
(P>0.05). This did not change when severity of endometritis, based on categorical
assignments, was compared to subsequent P4 production (P>0.05). When IgG
stimulation by bacteria was evaluated in relationship to P4 post AI, there was no
influence of antigen stimulation, regardless if the bacteria was gram negative or gram
positive in nature (P>0.05). The values of P4 (ng/mL) did differ between open and
pregnant animals beginning at d 14 post breeding until return to estrus for open animals
(P<0.01) (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2. Difference in P4 (ng/mL) values post AI associated with Open / Pregnant
status.

a,b

Bars with different letters are different (P<0.01)

Uterine Flush Characteristics
Differences in uterine horn PGE were numerically evaluated. Flush samples from
animals were used in a distribution plot if one or both horns had a PGE value >300
pg/mL (Figure 3.3). With this classification, 28% (9/32) were available for analysis.
Within animal, each horn was designated as the “Lower” horn with the lower of PGE
values or “Higher” with the higher PGE. Mean lower value PGE ± SEM was
527.19±285.5 while the higher value was 872.24±496.7 (Figure 3.3). If one horn was
subclinical, there was 94% likelihood that the other horn was subclinical while there was
75% likelihood if one horn was clinical, that the other horn would be clinical as well.
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Figure 3.3. Distribution plots for uterine horn PGE (pg/mL) values based on “high” or
“low” designation.
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Numerically, there was no correlation between uterine PGE values and pregnancy
success with means between the groups being similar (P>0.05) (Table 3.3). The value of
PGE at any given flush (1, 2, 3) did not predict pregnancy success to that breeding or
later inseminations, nor did it predict the number of services required for an animal to
conceive (P>0.05). Between the first and third flushes of animals, there was a significant
rise in the number of subclinical cases of endometritis from 17.6% of animals at flush 1
to 58.8% by flush 3 (P<0.05). Removing the three clinical cases PGE numbers that were
severe outliers, there was a numerical difference in PGE at the first flush and at the third
when evaluating all animals (Figure 3.4). Similar results were found when just those
animals open to all three services were analyzed. However, this increased PGE value did
not correlate with decreased pregnancy success to that insemination (P>0.05).
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Table 3.3. Relationship between uterine PGE and pregnancy status to the first and
second inseminations and the final uterine PGE value for open animals.
Uterine PGE at First Breeding
Open
Pregnant
202.8±77.4 (n=25)
558.8±193.4 (n=8)

P-Value
0.14

R2
0.12

Uterine PGE at Second Breeding
Open
Pregnant
1174.4±613.4 (n=22)
70.3±38.0 (n=3)

P-Value
0.36

R2
0.06

Uterine PGE after Third Breeding
Open
665.3±186.3 (n=16)

Figure 3.4. Average uterine PGE (pg/mL) by flush number.

a,b

Bars different letters are different (P=0.03)
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Based on categorical classifications for endometritis, average PGE values (±SEM)
were 6189.3±1284.6, 1087.0±207.2, and 127.51±15.9 for clinical, subclinical, and
normal, respectively. Based on inflammation severity classifications, there were
differences in pregnancy loss between the groups. Loss of pregnancy occurred in 21.9%
of animals to first breeding and 16.7% in second, with a total pregnancy loss of 19.6%.
Within the categorical assignments of PGE, the greatest assumed loss of 50.0% was
found in the Subclinical classification. This differed significantly from that of Normal
classification animals at only 10.8% (P<0.05). In those animals with assumed pregnancy
loss, there was an average PGE value of 988.1±435.7 pg/mL at the flush following
pregnancy check. There were only two animals that were diagnosed pregnant according
to BioPRYN® OD readings but were open by ultrasound diagnosis. Both of these
animals were classified in the pregnancy loss grouping according to P4 values.
Interestingly, at the first pregnancy check, average BioPRYN® OD readings were not
different between pregnant and those designated pregnancy loss animals (P>0.05), which
were both higher than the OD readings for open animals with values of 0.247, 0.211, and
0.08, respectively (P<0.05).
PGE Correlations
The uterine PGE values showed no correlation to blood PGE with or without SCC
included as a covariate (P>0.05). A cow’s SCC was not an influencing factor for blood
PGE (P>0.05). The value of uterine PGE (1896.1±1365.2 pg/mL) was significantly
higher at all three sampling periods when compared to blood (90.3±7.3 pg/mL) (P<0.05).
When there is a log transformation of the uterine PGE values, and two outliers are
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removed, there is a movement towards a positive correlation between blood PGE and
uterine flush PGE (P=0.19). There was no predictive value of one uterine PGE to
estimate the next flush sample with only a weak correlation of high PGE at flush one
predicting high PGE at flush two (P>0.05). The final flush fluid PGE value for animals
open after three breeding attempts was not influenced by prior uterine PGE (P>0.05).
Neither uterine nor blood PGE values were influenced by P4 (P>0.05). With the
large number of accessory CLs, due to the Ovsynch® program, no differences in PGE
values based on CL location could be made. Investigating first flush data, uterine PGE
was not influenced if the animal had or had not experienced a luteal phase prior to the
first flush, as evidenced by P4 values at d 35, 49 and 60 (<1 ng/mL at all three points was
designated as non-cycling) (P>0.05). Uterine PGE to the first flush was not altered by
the maximum prior P4 (P>0.05). Likewise the proportion of the categorical classification
of PGE severity did not change with P4 exposure prior to the first flush sampling
(P>0.05). When the noise of cows classified as normal are removed from analysis, there
is a movement towards higher P4 exposure prior to the first flush increasing PGE levels
to that flush (P=0.17; R2=0.67).
There was a strong positive correlation between uterine PGE values and
BioPRYN® OD reading (P<0.01; R2=0.83). Following the prediction curve an OD
reading greater than 0.144, classifying an animal pregnant, correlates to a uterine PGE
value of approximately 1800 pg/mL in-utero. When clinical animals are removed from
analysis, this relationship becomes weaker (P=0.15).
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Bacterial Stimulation of IgG and IgA
Each flush fluid sample was tested against the 15 identified antigens. Only eight
(1-5, 10, 11, 13) of the 15 had stimulation of antibody production sufficient in the herd
tested for data reporting. Analyzing all samples, Total IgG and IgA were found to be
collinear as predictors of PGE values in uterine flush fluid and to have differing means;
128.72±16.9 and 46.77±8.7 for total IgG and IgA, respectively (P<0.05). With clinical
cases removed, IgG (P<0.05) was a more accurate predictor of PGE values compared
with IgA (P>0.05). However, IgG lacked reliability for the prediction (R2 =0.2) (Figure
3.5). When the eight identified antigens were used for specific stimulation of IgG and
IgA, there was a definitive ability for individual antigen stimulation of IgG to predict
uterine PGE (P<0.0001) (Table 3.4). However, IgA stimulation was not accurate for PGE
prediction (P>0.05). When significant activity to an antigen was factored in, the number
of antigens that stimulated IgG production at levels past the 1:4 dilution, was positively
correlated with PGE values (P<0.05).

Figure 3.5. Regression Plots for PGE with Total IgG (µg/mL) and Total IgA (µg/mL).
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Table 3.4. Stimulation of IgG by identified antigens as correlated with PGE values in
uterine flush fluid.
IgG Stimulation by Antigens as a Predictor for Uterine PGE
Antigen
P-Value
Coefficient of
Determination
1
2
3
4
5
10
11
13

<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

0.53
0.54
0.52
0.55
0.26
0.50
0.39
0.44

IgG stimulation did not show any difference between horns (P>0.05).
Numerically, it was possible for there to be differences in positive antigen activity
between horns with one animal having a positive test for 12 antigens (IgG) in one horn
and zero positive tests in the other horn. Antigens were separated into gram positive and
gram negative to determine any differences in ability to stimulate PGE and IgG
production. Both gram negative (P<0.001; R2=0.60) and gram positive (P<0.001;
R2=0.73) bacteria show a strong correlation with uterine PGE values. Average total IgG
stimulation by gram negative levels was 1.08±0.09 µg/mL while average total IgG
stimulation by gram positive bacteria was 0.95±0.09 µg/mL and were not different
(P>0.05). There was no difference in ability of the 8 bacterial antigens to stimulate IgG
production (P>0.05) (Figure 3.6). Total IgG stimulation at the first flush was positively
correlated with services required to secure pregnancy (P<0.05). However, when
subsequent body flushes were analyzed, there was a weak correlation between total IgG
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stimulation and pregnancy success (P=0.07;R2=0.3). There was a significant correlation
between antigen specific stimulation of IgG and pregnancy success (P<0.05; R2=0.250.4); with increasing IgG levels, as measured on the 8 selected antigens, predicting
increased services per pregnancy. Antigen specified IgG stimulation were collinear and
could not be utilized in a final predictive model for pregnancy outcome. There was no
ability of IgA expression to estimate pregnancy success (P>0.05).
Figure 3.6. IgG stimulation (µg/mL) by different, identified, bacterial antigens

∆ Indicates Gram Negative Bacteria
† Indicates Positive Sheen (lactose fermenter)
Discussion
In the current work, a large amount of cow variation in uterine PGE levels led to
decreased predictive ability of the data set. With this large variation between cows as
well as a low number of animals exhibiting inflammation, there was an inability to
identify detrimental effects of the inflammation identifier PGE on reproductive success.
Low rates of uterine inflammation were likely a result of the treatment regime (Presynch)
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consisting of two PGF injections prior to the first flush date. Previous data indicates a
positive relationship between PGF and uterine cleaning out with reduced subsequent
subclinical cases of endometritis (Galvão et al., 2009). Work in uterine health and
pregnancy success has most often used neutrophils contained in uterine cytology samples
that were collected by a cytobrush or through removal of small amounts of uterine fluid
(Kasimanickam et al., 2004; Gilbert et al., 2005). Neutrophil examination in peripheral
blood has shown the potential to diagnose clinical and subclinical forms of endometritis
(Hammon et al., 2006). However, there has been work to substantiate the increased
production of PGE in utero during times of endometritis. The rise in PGE associated
with bacterial contamination of the uterus linearly increases with severity of infection
(Mateus et al., 2003). Neutrophil levels to define endometritis were not utilized as
previously reported with an inability to rapidly process samples. In addition, using PGE
allowed for an additional opportunity to potentially identify uterine inflammation at the
systemic level (Gilbert et al., 2005).
Progesterone serves as a priming mechanism for inflammation. Lewis and
coworkers (2003) note that there is immune system depression that occurs during the first
luteal phases post parturition. This depression allows for opportunistic infection and a
rapid proliferation of bacteria in utero. Therefore, bacterial populations and
inflammatory mediators increase as an animal approaches 30-45 days in milk, at which
point they should have experienced their first postpartum luteal phase (Ospomer et al.,
2000). Earlier resumption of cyclicity often results in higher levels of infectious bacteria
with a lack of time necessary to clear bacteria naturally by the animal (Ospomer et al.,
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2000). Prior luteal phase exposure in the current work did not predispose an animal to
increased rates of endometritis as identified through PGE values. There was an adequate
number of animals classified as luteal or non-luteal at the initiation of the trial (D 35).
However, there were no differences in endometritis cases as a result of prior P4 exposure.
This may be associated with few cases endometritis as a result of experimental animals
having low calving difficulty scores and with the majority calving in isolated, indoor
calving pens with bedding changed after each calving (Bondurant, 1999; Williams et al.,
2007). The level of cleanliness in the experimental herd was also observed through SCC.
Previous work indicates a definite impact of mastitis when acquired before or after first
service, on total services per pregnancy as well as days open (Santos, 2004). However,
there is evidence to suggest that the impact on total reproductive performance is greater
when the infection is acquired prior to first service (Hockett et al., 2000; Schrick et al.,
2001). In the current research, there was no impact of SCC on any of the reproductive
parameters measured. Additionally, SCC did not influence peripheral blood PGE.
Though the initial P4 exposure did not influence rate of inflammation, there was an
increased occurrence of subclinical endometritis with each luteal phase. This increase
was evident with 60% of the remaining open animals at the conclusion of the study
exhibiting uterine PGE values above 400 pg/mL. There is research to support that within
the first 45-50 days of lactation, the uterine bacterial population is constantly changing
with times of contamination, cleaning and potential recontamination (Griffin et al., 1974).
The difference in inflammatory patterns, as identified by PGE, between uterine
horns is not often described in the literature. Though statistically there was an inability to
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qualify the difference between horns in the current study, there was numerical data
indicating the ability to have large variations in PGE and IgG levels between horns.
Previous work does imply horn differences in reference to ovarian activity. Sheldon and
coworkers (2002) describe lower follicular growth on the ovary ipsilateral to the
previously gravid horn compared to the contralateral horn in cases where there is
substantial bacterial growth in utero. However, when analyzing bacterial concentrations,
a study conducted by Williams and coworkers (2007) found no differences in the
concentration or density of recognized pathogens or lipopolysaccharides between uterine
horns based on whether they were ipsilateral or contralateral to the ovary bearing the CL.
The addition of an accessory CL as well as the inability to identify the newly formed CL,
limited distinction between horn PGE values based on which horn was ipsilateral to that
bearing the new CL and therefore exposed to the greatest amount of P4.
Mateus and coworkers indicated that there was a correlation between plasma and
uterine fluid PGF metabolite concentrations (2003). When measuring PGE, not PGE
metabolites, in the current work, there was an inability to substantiate a relationship
between local, uterine PGE and peripheral values. With this, there was no rise in blood
PGE associated with uterine PGE which would be expected and supported by the
vasodilative property of PGE (Thatcher et al., 1986). A meclofenamic sodium salt was
used in an effort to inhibit ex vivo formation of eicosanoids; however there is a short half
life (30 seconds) associated with PGE in circulation. Enzymes responsible for
prostaglandin metabolism are Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, NAD+ dependent.
NAD+ is degraded at a faster rate in tissue or serum than in the uterus thus producing
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different PGE values (Ulbrich et al., 2009). Additional variables could limit the potential
to establish the utero/circulatory correlation, including differential circulatory rates in
dairy cows based on milk production, dry matter intake, necessary heat abatement, etc.
(Regan, 1938; Lozano et al., 1998; Sangsritavong et al., 2002). Low levels in circulation
potentially validates that the inflammatory factor PGE is not responsible for any
alteration in gonadotropin production and response mechanisms as a result of uterine
infection, but instead that disruption is a result of lipopolysaccharides (LPS; bacterial
endotoxins) (Herath et al., 2009).
Previous work largely focuses on the negative impacts of gram negative bacteria
on reproductive success (Herath et al., 2009). Gram negative are most often identified
and researched because of the endotoxin (LPS) found within their cell walls. This
endotoxin is capable of escaping the uterine lumen and impacting gonadotropin function
(Sheldon et al., 2002). In the current study there was no assessment of follicular growth
in the first postpartum dominant follicle. Williams and coworkers (2007) previously
established that follicular growth is slowed with high uterine pathogen growth, resulting
in decreased circulating estradiol. This slowed follicular growth transcribes to a smaller
CL with lower circulatory P4 values. Lower peripheral P4 concentrations are identified
as early as 5-7 d post ovulation of the follicle that was developmentally compromised by
high levels of uterine gram negative bacteria (William et al., 2007). There was no
association in the current work between blood or uterine PGE values and P4 post
breeding. Additionally, there was no influence of gram negative bacterial presence on
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gonadotropin regulation, as evidenced by post ovulation P4 concentrations, which might
be in part due to overall low levels of bacterial activity.
There was a correlation between uterine flush PGE and the blood BioPRYN® OD
readings. Two animals testing positive to pregnancy via BioPRYN® were diagnosed
open to ultrasound. Both of these animals had elevated uterine PGE values. Pregnancy
Specific Protein-B (PSPB), the marker for BioPRYN® assays, is synthesized and secreted
around the time of attachment and subsequent placentation as they are produced from the
binucleate cells of the trophectoderm (Martal et al., 1997). Secretion from the
trophectoderm and pickup by the maternal capillary bed allow PSPB to be detected in
circulation. There is evidence of pregnancy loss in cases with endometritis as a result of
inadequate uterine gland differentiation (Spencer and Bazer, 2002; Ledgard et al., 2011).
Detectable PSPB level are found around 25 d into gestation which again is the
approximate time of attachment and 10 d before BioPRYN® blood collection in the
current study (Martal et al., 1997; Senger, 2003). However, there is potential for residual
PSPB amounts to remain in circulation following parturition or death of the conceptus
(Martal et al., 1997). Recent findings from Giordano and coworkers (2012) indicate that
following conceptus death it may take PSPB levels 2.5 d to decline and may take 9.5 d to
return to values of a non-pregnant animal. Despite the high success rate of palpable
pregnancies correlating to BioPRYN® results, there might be some cases of inadequate
uterine health that can compromise the accuracy level of BioPRYN® (Breed et al., 2009).
The pregnancy classification for BioPRYN® is an OD reading > 0.144. In the current
model a BioPRYN® reading of 0.156 would correlate to an approximate PGE value of
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2000 pg/mL in utero. This PGE level would classify the infection as clinical which might
also skew palpation accuracy. In these cases there is the potential for misclassification of
pregnancy.
Sampling structure in the future should utilize a wider variety of animals and
farms to increase incidences of endometritis for investigation as well as allow for
selective capabilities to tighten the data distribution. Increasing farm numbers will also
help identify additional bacterial populations of interest. Ascertaining blood profiles that
would indicate uterine health would provide a sampling method by which producers
could more effectively manage endometritis. Blood measurements would allow
subclinical identification via a less invasive manner when compared to uterine lavages or
cytology examinations. In addition, PGE information might alter the reliance on a
BioPRYN® test to diagnose pregnancy in certain animals. Measurement of PGE
metabolites in the blood in future research could provide a more accurate estimation of
PGE values in utero. It is interesting that the most accurate predictor of pregnancy
success was in utero levels of IgG when compared to both uterine and blood PGE values.
Though this method of testing, given the high titer levels in circulation, does not allow
for an easier sampling method, it might provide insight into bacteria of particular
detriment to the uterine environment. Reducing incidences of endometritis from ex vivo
parameters is well understood; however, continued work is evident and necessary to truly
define methods by which incidences of uterine inflammation can be minimized in
association with understanding methods by which simple subclinical evaluation can be
made in an effort to remedy its harmful effect on reproductive success in dairy cattle.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY
Identifying factors contributing to reproductive success or lack thereof in the
dairy cow is challenging. Research often contradicts findings as to the true elements that
are of greatest consequence to achieving and maintaining a pregnancy. The truth is that
the dairy animal is complex like any other mammal but with additional metabolic drains
that often make each animal an anomaly when compared to the next. The goal of this
work was to derive some extra insight into the mechanisms pre and post conception that
can alter the rates of pregnancy establishment. With this work, progesterone exposure
prior to TAI was analyzed as an endocrine modulator of pregnancy success. Then the
conceptus was evaluated via the influence of IFNτ on estrous cycle extension and
pregnancy rates to ET and AI. The final project evaluated the uterine environment as it
relates to reproductive success in dairy cattle.
Progesterone is of importance for estrous cycle regulation, uterine health and
pregnancy maintenance. In studying the effects of progesterone prior to TAI, it became
apparent that progesterone priming is necessary for effective luteolysis and ovulation in
animals that are subjected to a synchronization program with exogenous hormone
manipulation. Additionally, this progesterone value may be altered by the growth and
development of the follicle from which the CL was transformed. Complete luteolysis is a
necessary event in order to maximize pregnancy rates to TAI. However, this work
identifies minimum P4 levels that should be achieved to maximize pregnancy rates when
utilizing synchronization programs in combination with TAI.
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Methods by which to

insure that minimum P4 is reached were part of the investigative properties of the first
project. However, the addition of the second PGF did discredit the null hypothesis and
provide no benefit when compared to a single injection for achieving minimum P4 levels.
Future work might include the additional PGF injection being moved to before the PGF
of the Ovsynch® program in an attempt to induced luteolysis sooner and allow for a
greater number of animals to reach minimum P4 prior to TAI and to possibly having
increased estrous expression.
Interferonτ is the widely accepted maternal recognition signal of ruminants.
Embryos of reduced developmental competency often do not produce quantities of IFNτ
at levels sufficient to signal pregnancy recognition. Supplemental trophoblastic material
should theoretically increase IFNτ levels in utero and lead to cycle extension in a
luteoprotective manner. However, it is theorized that the addition of the trophoblastic
material in the current study was probably too early in the estrous cycle, with a potential
limited lifespan of the TVs. Potential for a luteotrophic mechanism might have been
identified with the shorter time to maximum P4 expression evident in animals that
received supplemental TVs.

The method of TV generation was efficient in the current

model and would allow for increased TV sections to be utilized in future work involving
trophoblastic material.
There was no identifiable PGE level that led to an identifiable detriment to
pregnancy establishment when examining the uterine inflammatory response and its
consequence to reproductive success. Using the current methods for quantification of
PGE in circulation, there was no correlation between local-uterine PGE concentrations
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and that in peripheral circulation. The accuracy of measuring PGE in utero via blood
levels was not improved by adding SCC as a covariate. There were interesting findings
in regards to uterine IgG levels and their correlation with services required to secure a
pregnancy. Increased values in IgG correlated to increased services per pregnancy;
however the same results were not found with regard to IgA levels. They were, however,
collinear as predictors of uterine PGE levels. This might show some potential for use of
PGE as a marker for reproductive success in the future. Unfortunately the interfering
noise from bacterial stimulation of IgG that are not at relevant activity levels, inhibits the
ability to use total uterine IgG as a predictor or reproductive success. The increased
BioPRYN® OD readings associated with high uterine PGE values would confirm the
increased potential for pregnancy loss associated with uterine gland damage associated
with inflammation. Residual PSPB might allow for false identification of pregnancy by
BIOPRYN® when used in cows with high PGE values.
Based on the current findings, there are many opportunities to improve
reproductive success in dairy cattle. Methods which attenuate the progesterone profile
prior to breeding would increase pregnantcy rates to AI. Methods to support this success
post AI can come from both conceptus and maternal sources. Shifting the time of TV
supplementation to later in the cycle (D14) might improve ability for cycle extension by
luteoprotective mechanisms. Flushing the TVs back at 12 hour intervals post transfer
would help to identify their lifespan in utero and any influence that the diameter of TV
supplemented had on CL lifespan. Once the timing and diameter of TV necessary to
maximize cycle extension is identified, attempts should be made to use them as
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supplemental aids to AI or ET. Following the embryo’s ability to be recognized, it
becomes the maternal role to allow for successful implantation and establishment of
pregnancy. Often this ability is lacking with a compromised uterine environment from
events both preceding and following conception. Minimizing damage to the uterus at
calving and maintaining cleanliness post calving would help reduce the incidence risk of
endometritis and increase the potential for reproductive success in dairy cattle. Quick
identification of a uterine infection might allow for faster treatment and reduce the
negative consequences associated with the inflammatory response on reproduction. This
identification would ideally occur via a simple collection method such as a blood draw
for accurate identification and potential for treatment implementation. The ability of
PGE from systemic blood to identify uterine inflammation warrants further investigation.
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Appendix A
PARTHENOTE GENERATION
During the initial design phase of the TV supplementation work, parthenotes were
utilized as an additional treatment. Parthenotes are the development of an oocyte into
embryonic like qualities without a male gamete. Parthenotes can undergo gastrulation
and the early stages of organogenesis but have disruption in completion of muscle, liver,
pancreas and usually degenerate prior to 48 d in gestation (Fukui et al., 1992).
For completion of the parthenote generation process, there must be the artificial
activation of the oocyte. In the current work, chemicals were chosen as the activating
agent. Oocytes were initially gathered from ovaries collected from the abbatoir within 12
h of animal harvest. Aspiration of the oocytes was completed with a sterile needle with a
vacuum line system and collected into sterile 50 mL conical tubes. Only cumulus oocyte
complexes (COC) of acceptable quality as determined by having a homogeneous
ooplasm and a minimum of three, clear, and compact cumulus cell layers were selected
for culture. Following collection, oocytes were incubated for 24 hours in in-vitro
maturation media at 39°C. The in-vitro maturation media was produced in house and
consisted of TCM 199 maturation media supplemented with fetal calf serum (FCS),
sodium pyruvate, epidermal growth factor (EGF), penicillin-G/streptomycin, follicle
stimulating hormone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone (LH). Following a 24 h incubation,
matured oocytes were placed in 1 mL Hepes-buffered Tyrode's Lactate (TL Hepes) and
denuded by vortexing at high speed for 1.5 min. Only oocytes that had undergone
maturation were utilized.
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Maturation was assessed through microscopic examination of the denuded
oocytes and observation of the extrusion of a polar body, indicating arrest in metaphase
II. For the first step of the activation phase, lights were turned off. Matured oocytes
were washed through 4 wells of 5µM Ionomycin and allowed to sit on a warmer for 4
min, covered with foil. Ionomycin, a calcium salt, mimics fertilization and removes the
developmental block (Gómez et al., 2009). Next, oocytes were washed through TL
Hepes for a minimum of 5 minutes. They were then immediately moved through two
wells of TCM 199 supplemented with 10% FCS and 2mM 6-Dimethylaminopyridine
(DMAP). They were cultured in two additional wells with the TCM/FCS/DMAP
combination for 5-6 hours at 38.5°C and 5% CO2. Incubation with DMAP stimulates
mitosis by acting as a protein kinase inhibitor (Gómez et al., 2009). Following
incubation, oocytes were moved through a TL hepes wash and placed in a serum free
G1.3 media. Dishes were then moved to the spaceship incubation system and gassed for
2 minutes with 5%CO2, 5% O2 and 90%N2 and sealed. At the end of d 3 to early d 4,
embryos were placed in equilibrated in G2.3 and returned to the spaceship with cleavage
rates noted. Embryo development was evaluated on D 7. The success rate for
development to d 7 was below 3% for total oocyte recovery. A maximum generation rate
of 3 embryos was achieved from a 100 ovary collection. Additional efforts to maximize
activation rate with electrical stimulus were under investigation during the TV trial.
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Appendix B
QUANTIFYING THE PRODUCTION OF IFNτ FROM IN VIVO DERIVED
TROPHOBLASTIC VESICLES
Ideally, the work with TVs would include quantitative data regarding IFNτ
expression. There was concern about using the traditional anti-viral assay on campus,
therefore, assessment of other methods to quantify IFNτ were examined. There was
previous validation of a Mx/CAT reporter gene assay by a research group at the
University of Nottingham. This assay used Madin Darby Bovine Kidney (MDBK) cells
that were co-transfected with a plasmid p 123-intron expressing the human MxA
promoter linked to a CAT reporter and plasmid PEF6/V5-His-A expressing blasticidin
resistance gene. In personal communications with Dr. Charleston the research group at
University of Nottingham, there was an understanding that developing this cell line
would be time consuming. There were also limitations in the ability of transporting
bovine biological materials from the UK into the states. After following up with research
labs in the states using the cell line and with Dr. Charleston’s permission, the cell line
was supplied by Dr. Keeling at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. The protocol for cell
growth and passage was carried out as described in Fray’s 2001 publication regarding
validation of the assay. Using a recombinant IFNτ source (PBL Biomedical
Laboratories), initial work with the assay began. After approximately 6 mo of working
with the assay, there was an inability to develop a consistent standard curve. Future work
with the assay was postponed.
Following the lack of success with the reporter gene assay, alternative avenues
were explored. Dr. Bazer’s lab has published many works on IFNτ quantification to
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include work with an RIA, ELISA and Western Blot (Vallet et al. 1988; Satterfield et al.
2006). Upon request, Dr. Bazer furnished his rabbit polyclonal anti-ovine IFNτ serum.
Dr. Bazer later identified the ELISA as “problematic” through personal communication.
Use of the materials to work with the Western Blot and to quantify IFNτ production from
in vivo generated TVs was going to be performed in future TV work.
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Appendix C
ASSESSING VIABILITY OF TROHPOBLASTIC VESICLES
Following the lack of success associated with TV transfer on estrous cycle
extension, there was an effort to assess TV viability post thaw as well as post transfer. In
the initial stages, TVs were assessed for viability post thaw via a live/dead stain. The
double stain approach uses fluorescent detection of the compacted state of chromatin in
apoptotic cells. For this process, single TVs were incubated for 15 min at 39°C in TCM199 medium supplemented with 10µg/mL of Propidium Iodide (PI). PI is a nucleic acid
marker excluded by intact cells, it can only enter cells with altered membrane integrity
and gives a red color following UV excitation. The TV was then washed in phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) and examined to count red nuclei. Following counting of the red
nuclei, the TV was fixed in iced 70% ethanol for 5 min. The TV was then transferred to
ethanol containing 10µg/mL of Hoechst 33342. Hoechst 33342 enters cells and stains the
cells’ DNA and fluoresces blue. This staining is exhibited more brightly from the
condensed chromatin of apoptotic cells when compared with the chromatin of normal
cells. The TV in the 1 mg/mL Hoechst 33342 is then transferred to 1 mL of Hepesbuffered Tyrode's Lactate (TL Hepes). Following a 5 min delay at room temperature, the
TV can be transferred to a drop of glycerol on a glass slide and examined by fluorescent
microscopy.
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Figure C.1. Live and Dead staining of day 14 cryopreserved TV sections measuring 0.61mm post thaw. Staining following PI (A) and Hoechst33342 (B)
A.

B.

The anticipated next step was to implement a series of flush back experiments.
The TVs would be transferred at various stages in the estrous cycle and flushed back at
variable days to assess TV viability post transfer.
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